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Abstract
Online communities are online interaction spaces for people that break the barri-
ers of time, space, and scale and provide opportunities for companionship and social
support, information exchange, retail and entertainment. Among them are online peer-
production communities that have a fantastic business model where volunteers come
together to produce content and drive traffic to these sites. Although as a class these
communities are successful, the success of individual communities greatly varies. To
become and remain successful, these communities must meet a number of challenges
related to starting communities, retention of members, encouraging commitment, and
contribution from their members, regulating behavior of members and so on.
This dissertation focuses on the specific challenge of newcomer retention and pro-
ductivity in the context of online peer-production communities. Exploring three dif-
ferent communities with entirely different structures and compositions – MovieLens,
GitHub, and Wikipedia and building upon prior work in this space, this dissertation
offers a number of important predictors of retention and productivity of newcomers.
First, this dissertation explores the value of early activity diversity in the presence of
amount of early activity as a predictor of newcomer retention. Second, this disserta-
tion digs into more fundamental psychological traits of newcomers such as personality
and presents findings on relationships between personality and newcomer retention,
preferences, and productivity. Third, this dissertation explores and presents results
on relationship between community interactions (apart from norms, policies and rigid
structures) and newcomer retention. Fourth, this dissertation studies and presents the
effects of various kinds of prior experience of newcomers on retention and produc-
tivity in a new group they join. This dissertation concludes by offering a number of
directions for future research.
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Online Communities are among the most popular destinations on the Internet. They are
spaces where people come together in a website to converse, exchange knowledge, experi-
ences, information, media, or digital goods, learn, play, or just be with each other and some-
times use public or semi-public user profiles to form personal relationships online through
communication and interaction [E+07, KRK+12]. A 2012 Forrester Research Study shows
that 84% of U.S. Adults use the web daily by 2012 1 and among them are users who use
online communities such as Facebook actively, and make purchases online.
According to Preece et al. [Pre00], an online community consists of (i) a computer
system to support social interaction and facilitate a sense of togetherness with (ii) a shared
purpose, such as an interest, a need, or a service that provides a reason for the community to
exist where (iii) policies, in the form of tacit assumptions, rituals, protocols, rules, and laws
guide people’s interactions where (iv) people interact socially as they strive to satisfy their
own needs. But the term applies to any social configuration from small close-knit groups to
sites with millions of participants. The area of Computer Science called social computing




1.2 The Promise of Online Communities
Online communities are not new. Long before social networking sites like Facebook
emerged, early forms of online communities existed. Back in the 1960s and 70s, first com-
puter networks were established to facilitate the connection between geographically dis-
persed people [WSD+96]. Over the years, text-based communication systems such as the
Usenet newsgroups, bulletin boards, mailing lists or chats have been used to exchange in-
formation and connect people electronically [HH98, Rhe93]. Today, these communities
have grown to what we call Recommender Systems such as MovieLens2 where users rate
and review products and services, e-commerce sites such as Amazon where users purchase
products too, online groups such as those in Wikipedia or Wikia where users contribute
scholarly articles, Q&A sites such as TheStackOverflow, Open Source Software code repos-
itories such as those in GitHub, weblogs for expressing one’s views, microblogs such as
Twitter to express current feelings and opinions, and other Internet forums for other kinds
of information exchange.
Online communities break the barriers of time, space, and scale that limit offline in-
teractions but essentially serve the same range of purposes that offline groups, networks,
and communities serve: They provide their members with opportunities for information ex-
change, companionship and social support, and entertainment. Some of them also provide
non-members with product information, code-bases, reviews, or content. People with ad-
diction, in recovery or with unusual medical conditions can get social support from others
who share their condition or who can assist but live far away, and they can do so whenever
they need it rather than only at a weekly or a monthly scheduled meeting. On Ravelry3, a




sands more people than they could stitch with in person. On Q&A sites, users get answers
from experts living across the globe.
1.3 The Challenges of Online Communities
Online communities have a fantastic business model where volunteers come together to
produce content and drive traffic to these sites. However, although as a class these commu-
nities are successful, the success of individual communities greatly varies. Some struggle
to succeed, whereas most fail. To become and remain successful, online communities must
meet a number of challenges that are common to many groups and organizations in gen-
eral, offline as well as online. The challenges can be broadly classified under the following
categories:




• Dealing with Newcomers
A brief overview of each challenge is presented below:
1.3.1 Starting a New Online Community
When creating a community from scratch, community organizers are faced with three major
challenges. The first is to carve out a useful niche in terms of (i) the purpose of the commu-
nity, the scope of the community (i.e., the breadth of topics to cover), and the kinds of people
3
to try to attract as members, (ii) the extent of compatibility and integration with other sites,
including the borrowing of features and user interface elements, the sharing of user iden-
tifiers, and the import and export of content and people, and (iii) the internal organization
of the people, content, and activities within the community. The second is to defend that
niche in the ecology of competing online communities and alternative ways that potential
members can spend their time. The third is that the new site doesn’t have enough content to
attract users and there are too few users to create the content that might attract others. This
is the reason why a vast majority of online communities never really get off the ground. For
example, hundreds of proposals for new Q&A sites are made on StackExchange, but most
get closed because of lack of sufficient members supporting the ideas.
1.3.2 Encouraging Contribution
A number of online communities work on the model that their volunteers build their con-
tent. Therefore, in order to be successful, online communities need volunteers who make
contributions based on their need. There are two kinds of challenges here. The first chal-
lenge is of volunteers who contribute little in general. For instance, on Gnutella, a popular
peer-to-peer music sharing service, two-thirds of users share no music files and 10% of
them provide 87% of all the music [AH00]. And, in a majority of active mailing lists, it
was found that fewer than 50% of subscribers posted even a single message in a four-month
period [But99].
The second challenge is the challenge of imbalance in contributions. Often, there are
volunteers who are experts in certain areas and not others. As a result, popular topics of ex-
pertise get more contributions whereas the less popular ones suffer from under-contribution.
Therefore, it is not uncommon to find even highly popular communities like Wikipedia suf-
fering from the problems of under-contribution in some areas. For instance, roughly two-
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thirds of the articles in the English version of Wikipedia have been classified as articles
with only a few sentences of content that are too short to provide encyclopedic coverage of
a topic [Sta17]. About half of social, hobby, and work mailing lists had no traffic over a
four-month period [But99]. More than 20% of the movies listed in MovieLens do not have
sufficient ratings for recommender algorithms to be able to make accurate predictions about
whether users will like them [BLW+04].
Although not everyone needs to contribute for an online community to be success-
ful [NP00], online communities with large proportions of under-contributors or under-
contributions in some areas have difficulty providing needed services. As we see above,
in Wikipedia, certain articles don’t end up having sufficient content. In OSS projects, bugs
remain unfixed and enhancements are not delivered, and less popular movies may not be
evaluated. Therefore, this is a challenge online communities have to deal with in order to
be successful.
1.3.3 Encouraging Commitment
Creating commitment is more difficult to accomplish in an online community than an of-
fline community because the forces keeping the volunteers online are weak and non-binding.
Conventional organizations have employment contracts and offer monetary benefits in most
cases. In contrast, most developers in OSS projects participate voluntarily, with neither
employment contracts nor monetary benefits encouraging them to stay and contribute. The
physical location of the conventional organization also places constraints on members’ will-
ingness to go elsewhere. If someone wants to leave a job, church, or club, for example, only
a relatively small number of alternatives are nearby and convenient to join. In contrast, if
someone wants to leave a particular online community, they could join any other compa-
rable community online with no constraints imposed by geographic proximity. Although
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most online communities offer virtual rewards like leaderboards, statuses, badges, or barn-
stars, it is easy for volunteers (at any stage of volunteering) to leave when faced even with
minor adversities. Therefore, encouraging commitment is a challenge.
1.3.4 Regulating Behavior
The volunteers who come to online communities often have different and sometimes com-
peting interests. Most large online discussion groups (especially those that deal with con-
troversial topics) attract trolls, people who post controversial, inflammatory, irrelevant, or
off-topic messages to provoke other users into an emotional response. Some have manip-
ulators who try to make the community produce particular outcomes (e.g., to pump up the
rating of a restaurant). Commercial spammers often try to drive traffic to their external
websites. In more mundane conflicts of interest, some participants in a hobby site may pre-
fer that the discussion stay focused on the hobby, but others may want to engage in more
personal conversation with other members they have become friends with. Most sites in
the StackExchange 4 forum discourage opinion-type questions although users sometimes
post them. When there are conflicting interests in a group, there must be mechanisms to
help participants regulate behavior. The challenges here are to deter inappropriate behavior
by group members, prevent trolls and other outside attackers, and limit the damage that is
caused when inappropriate behavior occurs.
Although these challenges confront almost all groups and organizations, online commu-
nities may have more difficulty overcoming them than conventional groups and organiza-
tions because of three characteristics that are typical of online communities but unusual in
conventional groups and organizations. The first is that users are allowed to post/contribute
anonymously. Disallowing this would make the newcomers feel the pressure for social ac-
4https://stackexchange.com
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countability which they may not be ready for yet. The second is ease of entry and exit:
spammers and trolls can enter easily, and when strict regulations are imposed that cause
inconvenience a normal user may leave the site. The third is the use of text and emojis for
communication which may be prone to misinterpretation because a) they lack some of the
fluidity and nonverbal cues of face-to-face interaction and b) emojis are prone to both mis-
communication as well as misinterpretation due to platform incompatibility [MTSC+16].
1.3.5 Dealing with Newcomers
Newcomers in any community serve as sources of new energy, activity, fresh perspectives,
skills, innovation, and work procedures [AC92, KRK+12], and maintain the critical mass
[SW14]. A higher number of newcomers to a site is an indication that the community is still
valued among its competitors. A higher number of newcomers also attracts more business
opportunities and ads leading to profits for the online community. Therefore, newcomers
are important to an online community and even established online communities must attract
a stream of newcomers to replace others who leave. When dealing with newcomers, online
communities must solve six basic problems [KRK+12]:
• Newcomer Recruitment Recruiting newcomers is important to replenish periodic
member loss and for the growth of the community.
• Newcomer Selection As much as recruiting is important, it is also crucial to make
sure that the members who come in fit well with the community for the overall health
of the community. Mismatch in newcomer goals and community goals will leave
the members themselves dissatisfied and unproductive. It may also lead to behaviors
which can be harmful to the groups’ success and undercut the smooth functioning
of the group. Therefore, it is important to identify and encourage potential members
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who have the characteristics, skills, and motivation to contribute. For instance, while
OSS projects are often looking for potential developers with the right skills to join,
many health-support groups often try to screen out inappropriatemembers and restrict
membership to people who have a particular illness or care for someone who does.
• Newcomer Retention Despite bringing in members with the right match, both the-
ory and practical experience suggests that attracting and retaining new volunteers in
online communities is challenging. The problem of newcomer retention is different
from maintaining commitment of other members discussed in section 1.3.3 New-
comers are usually very sensitive to the public image of a community and to their
own early experiences in it and may leave or not join when faced with even minor
adversity. Also, newcomers, who are potentially choosing from among other simi-
lar online communities to join, frequently have insufficient information to make their
choices and almost always have less commitment to a community than more estab-
lished members or old-timers have. Therefore, their connection with the community
is even more fragile and it is important to understand what factors lead to retention of
newcomers.
• Newcomer Productivity Newcomers do not feel the same commitment to the group
as felt by old-timers. Therefore, they are less motivated to be helpful to the com-
munity or to display good organizational citizenship behavior characteristic of most
old-timers [OR95].
• Newcomer SocializationDifferent communities have standards and norms that shape
and constrain the behavior of their members. Some of these norms are broad and
open to different interpretations whereas others are more narrowly targeted. While
some communities explicitly state these norms, they are implicit in others and must
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be learned by observation. Because the newcomers have not yet learned the appro-
priate ways to behave in the community, they may behave in ways that undercut the
smooth functioning of the group. When they try to participate, they may offend other
members, disrupt the activity of existing members or imperil the work that other com-
munity members have already performed. For instance, they may introduce bugs in
an OSS project they have joined, cause the (virtual) death of fellow group members in
an online role-playing game or ask redundant questions in discussion groups. When
participating in Wikipedia, new editors may fail to write in a neutral tone (which is
required according to Wikipedia policy guidelines), or may end up adding content to
an article that more experienced editors and moderators have determined to belong
to a different article. Therefore, teaching them how to climb the ropes is important as
part of a socialization process.
• Protection of the Community from the Newcomers It is necessary for existing
members to socialize with newcomers through friendly initial interactions and ex-
plicitly avoid being hostile. However, this does not mean that the newcomers should
receive carte blanche access to the community and its resources including people and
artifacts produced by them. As mentioned above, there is a chance that newcomers
pose real threats to a community they join. It is important to protect code from be-
ing committed by a new member to an OSS project like Apache, or protect buyers
on Amazon from purchasing expensive items from relatively new sellers. Protec-
tion mechanisms should not only prevent damage but also discourage those who are
disruptive and encourage those who are a good fit.
These problems vary in degree and nature across the various online communities. How-
ever, despite the limited direct control of individual people’s actions, online communities
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can be designed and managed to achieve the goals that their owners and members desire.
This thesis focuses on the challenge of dealing with newcomers to online communities and
in particular attempts to address the problems of retention and productivity.This dissertation
focuses on the specific subset of peer-production online communities.
1.4 The Importance of Newcomer Retention and Productivity
In general, it is hard to retain newcomers. 80% of downloaded Android apps are no longer
used after three days [Che15]. More specifically, research on peer-production online com-
munities shows that an average of 60% of users who register in these communities do not
return for a second time[ABJ+06, Duc05, PHT09]. Due to a lack of steady supply of ac-
tive contributions or less than optimal contributions from existing volunteers, most peer-
production communities fail quite early [But99, But01, LH03, MFH02]. And, techniques
used in conventional organizations are not effective in retaining new online volunteers in
these contexts because of lack of employment contracts, weak interpersonal bonds, and poor
communication levels between the smaller pool of organizers and administrators, and the
larger pool of other members. Therefore, in the face of inevitable turnover, every online
community must make successive generations of newcomers to survive. For this, it is im-
portant to understand what factors predict their retention (and eventual productivity) in an
online community.
Also, in online communities, committed members are those most likely to provide the
valuable content such as answers to people’s questions in technical and health support
groups [BM04, FSW06, RC05], code in open source software projects [MFH02], and edits
in Wikis [KCP+07]. They are the ones most likely to exercise voice, demanding change and
improvement when dissatisfied [Hir70]. They are the ones that care enough to respond to
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and to enforce norms of appropriate behavior [SMO97]. For newcomers to gain benefits
from an online community and eventually become committed members who can assume
such core responsibilities, it is important to keep them around long enough so that they can
learn the ropes, understand what the community offers them and what they can offer back
to the community, form relationships with other members in the community, and begin to
identify with the community as a whole.
Modeling newcomers and their early user experience can aid in understanding their pref-
erences better, customizing their early user experience by making appropriate recommenda-
tions of activities or products, and helping them adapt to the system better. Therefore, this
thesis focuses onmodeling newcomers and their early user experience in order to understand
how various factors at the individual level as well as the community level predict newcomer
retention and productivity in online peer-production communities. Specifically, this thesis
focuses on the three peer-production communities Movielens, GitHub, and Wikipedia.
1.5 Organization of this thesis
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:
• In Chapter 2, we present a survey of related work and background literature on the
challenge of dealing with newcomer retention and productivity in online as well as
offline settings.
• We began our work exploring factors based on a newcomer’s early behavior within
a site as predictors of newcomer retention. We were specifically interested in un-
derstanding how the breadth of exposure to various features in a site early on affects
newcomer retention. This study was performed on a movie recommender system
called MovieLens. The details of this study are laid out in Chapter 3.
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• We then examined the effect of more fundamental traits such as a user’s personality
in predicting a newcomer’s retention, activity preferences, usage of various features,
intensity of user engagement, and distribution of user activity. This study was also
performed on MovieLens. This study is described in Chapter 4.
• We then decided to look at how factors at the community level play a role in deter-
mining a newcomer’s retention in a site. This study is presented using the case of
GitHub in Chapter 5.
• We then wanted to understand how what online volunteers carry from their prior
work experience affects their retention and performance in the context of a new on-
line community. To answer this question, we reviewed prior literature and identified
three types of prior experience and explored their effects on newcomer retention and
productivity in the specific context of WikiProjects. A description of this study forms
the content of Chapter 6.





Looking at newcomer churn is an example of the challenge of user churn in online com-
munities, and customer churn, more broadly in online as well as offline businesses. We are
not aware of any work that has studied churn of new customers in businesses. However,
customer churn, more generally, has been studied in several settings such as banking, com-
merce, wireless telecommunication and subscription services. Below, we present a review
of relevant work in each of these domains.
2.1.1 Banking
Dudyala et al. studied the churn of credit card customers in the banking domain [AKR08].
Mutanen et al. showed success in identifying customers who churn from those who don’t
using conventional statistical methods such as logistic regression using data from a con-
sumer retailer banking company [MAN06].
2.1.2 Commerce
For e-commerce companies, very high turn rate has a devastating effect on their customer
base. Therefore, early detection of potential churning customers enables them to target
the churning customers using specific retention actions to increase their profits. Buckinx
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et al. tried to predict the partial defection of loyal customers in the commerce domain
using techniques such as Logistic Regression, Automatic Relevance Determination (ARD)
Neural Networks, and Random Forests, and showed that future partial defection can be
successfully predicted even exceeding the benchmark hurdle of the null model [BVdP05].
Using the real-life data of a European pay-TV company, Burez and Van den Poel built
different churn-prediction models and showed that profits could be doubled using their best
churn-prediction model [BVdP07].
2.1.3 Wireless telecommunication and Subscription services
Coussement and Van del Poel built churn prediction models using Support VectorMachines
(SVM), Logistic Regression, and Random Forests in a newspaper subscription context and
provided an overview of the most important churn drivers [CVdP08]. In mobile telecom
networks, Dasgupta et al. explored the relationship between the likelihood of a subscriber
churning out of a service provider’s network and the number of social ties (friends) that
have already churned [DSV+08]. Using second order social metrics, Richter et al. ex-
ploited the structure of customer interactions to predict which groups of subscribers are
most prone to churn, before even a single member of the group has churned [RYTS10].
Datta et al. used learning methods such as decision trees and genetic algorithms for select-
ing features and a cascade neural network for predicting which customers will discontinue
a cellular phone service for over a hundred cellular phone markets [DMML00]. Others
used regression, regression trees, and neural networks to predict churn from complaints
data [HTRR06, MWG+00]. Pendharkar used genetic-algorithm (GA) based neural net-
work (NN) models to predict customer churn in subscription of wireless services [Pen09].
Verbeke et al. used advanced rule induction techniques to build customer churn prediction
models [VMMB11]. Using subscriber contractual information and call pattern changes ex-
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tracted from call details, Wei et al. predicted subscriber churn at the contract level for a
specific prediction time-period and used multi-classifier class-combiner approach to deal
with the high skew in class distribution between churners and non-churners [WC02].
2.1.4 Peer-to-Peer Systems
Peer-to-Peer systems are popular for file-sharing and content distribution. When a user
launches the application, an application session is created. Other users called peers can join
the application session, contribute some resources while making use of resources provided
by the other peers, and leave the application session when the user exits the application. One
such join-participate-leave cycle for a peer is called a peer session. Stutzbach and Rejaie
studied several Peer-to-Peer systems such as Gnutella1, BitTorrent2, and Kad3 and found
that they all have very similar user churn characteristics [SR06] for peer sessions. One of
their findings is that a portion of peers turn over quickly and this shows that studying this
phenomenon is important.
2.1.5 MMORPGs
Multiplayer Online Role Playing Games also suffer from erosion of their customer base and
this negatively impacts the word-of-mouth reports to existing and new customers contribut-
ing to further erosion in customer base. Kawale et al use social influence among players and
their personal engagement in the game in order to predict user churn in Online Role Playing
games and show that the combination of these two factors could lead to a more accurate
churn prediction. [KPS09]. Borbora et al show how in terms of recall, ensembles perform





We want to highlight four things from this body of research on customer churn more
broadly that are applicable for research on newcomer churn in online peer-production com-
munities. (i) In any business, a portion of customers (users) leave very early. (ii) Customer
(User) interactions with a certain system or organization and their interactions with each
other within the system or organization are likely to affect user churn. (iii) Early identi-
fication of churners enables businesses to target them using specific strategies to increase
profits. (iv) Conventional statistical methods and machine learning algorithms are able to
predict churners from non-churners with reasonably high accuracy.
2.2 Newcomer Retention in Online Communities
Based on the above observations, we begin our research by studying what percentage of
newcomers leave early.
2.2.1 Statistics
68% of newcomers to Usenet groups are never seen after their first post [ABJ+06]. 54%
of developers who registered to participate in the Perl Open Source Development Project
never returned after posting a single message [Duc05]. Newcomers to Wikipedia have high
probability of leaving within few days with only 40% of contributors continuing to use after
500 days. 60% of registered editors in Wikipedia never make another edit after their first 24
hours of participating [PHT09]. 60% of MovieLens users do not return for a second time
[KNK16]. 46% of the members of guilds in World of Warcraft leave their group within
one month, migrating to other groups [WDX+06]. These statistics show the importance of
understanding factors that contribute to early churn of newcomers in online peer-production
communities.
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Much of prior literature views the lack of new volunteer retention from three differ-
ent perspectives [CT86, CHW05, QSTC14]. The first and more dominant view is about
the negative effects of low retention of volunteers because the online community literature
is generally in favor of sustaining a steady group of volunteers for continued production
[KRK+12]. The negative effects include the loss of productive volunteers [Str90], the loss
of social capital [DS01, Hus95], the cost of training new, inexperienced volunteers [Dar90],
and the weakening of knowledge resources of the organization [Hus95] - all of which de-
plete the available resources, disrupt the routines and established social ties, threaten the
cognitive structures, and the eventual sustainability of the group. The second view sees the
positive effect: helping screen out under-performing volunteers [KP85]. The third adopts
a more neutral view that suggests that new volunteers with new skills and knowledge re-
place those who leave, maintaining the critical mass, and this may be optimal for long-term
performance [DS01]. Hausknecht and Holwerda [HH13] resolve the above perspectives by
arguing that the specific details concerning who is being retained is more important than
traditional, aggregated measures of volunteer dropouts such as turnover rates as the latter
hide variation in the key causal factors that predict retention and performance. [HT11].
For instance, the loss of a productive manager may be more damaging than the loss of an
under-performing employee. Also, depending on these details, the same level of retention
could have different consequences [HT11, YWL+17]. Therefore, it is important to study
factors that predict retention and performance rather than focusing on aggregate measures
of turnover.
Accordingly, factors associated with newcomer churn and retention have been stud-
ied in a variety of contexts such as Wikis [PHT09], Newsgroups [JK06, ABJ+06] Q&A
sites [DPRS12, YWAA10, PAT14], Multiplayer Online Role Playing Games (MMORPGs)
[BS12, KPS09], and social networks [BML09]. Below, we review relevant work in each of
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these domains.
2.2.2 Open Source Software (OSS) Projects
OSS Projects mostly rely on developers who volunteer their time on these projects. There-
fore, it is important to motivate, engage, and sustain new developers to maintain the critical
mass needed for building a project [QF11]. Several researchers investigated factors related
to new volunteer churn in OSS Projects. Fogel observed that if a project does not make a
good first impression, newcomers do not return for a long time [Fog05]. Steinmacher et
al. suggest that expectation breakdowns, reception problems, setup misconfiguration, and
learning curves may all impact the overall joining process, especially before making their
first contribution [SGR14]. For instance, newcomers try to learn about the various social
and technical aspects of the project and request specific help by posting questions in project
forums and mailing lists or by sending emails to project coordinators and core developers
[PJ09, VKSL03] as they begin contributing to the project. At this stage, receiving unpol-
ished answers, or replies that do not offer guidance, or a lack of guidance in general can
result in newcomer dropouts [SWG12, SWCG13]. Steinmacher et al. also performed a
systematic literature review of of studies related to barriers faced by newcomers to OSS
projects and identified 15 different barriers grouped into five categories - social interac-
tion, newcomers’ previous knowledge, finding a way to start, documentation, and technical
hurdles. They found that barriers related to socialization were most common [SSGR15].
2.2.3 Newsgroups
Joyce and Kraut investigated newcomers’ retention across six Usenet news-
groups – (netscape.public.mozilla.ui), (groups-alt.support.diet,
alt.support.cancer.breast, alt.politics.usa.constitution.gun-rights,
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alt.sports.hockey.nhl.ny-rangers, and alt.baldspot) – and found that new-
comers’ initial post properties, reply properties, and the probability of posting again are
related [JK06] to each other. Arguello et al. conducted a similar study with eight Usenet
newsgroups and found that newcomers and oldtimers differ in their ability to get replies
and in the ways they write messages [ABJ+06]. Lampe and Johnston explored newcomer
behavior in a social news website called Slashdot4 and found that the ratings received and
the way a newcomer’s post is moderated affects their probability of returning [LJ05].
2.2.4 Wikis
A decrease in the number of active contributors was observed even on Wikipedia. For in-
stance, a longitudinal analysis of cohorts of ‘new’ editors (based on a 10-edit milestone)
showed that in a certain year, the fraction of those who made at least one edit has decreased
from about 40% in 2004 cohorts, to about 10% in the case of 2009 cohorts [Con11]. Be-
ing a complex socio-technical system, a number of factors may contribute to the decline
in newcomer retention although the most dominant hypotheses attribute this decline to the
desire to maintain high quality standards and to fight vandalism [PCL+07], the daunting
body of norms and policies the new editors have to go through [BKM08], and sometimes
unpleasant social exchanges, despite producing the same rate of good faith contributions as
editors from previous years [HGMR13]. Others such as Morgan et al. showed that user-
friendly tools, safe spaces and sandboxes for newcomers, and promoting positive interac-





Most Q&A sites also suffer from new user churn. On three different Q&A sites across var-
ious languages and cultures – Yahoo! Answers in English, Baidu Knows in Chinese, and
Naver Knowledge-IN in Korean, Yang et al. [YWAA10] looked at length of the first ques-
tion posted by users to predict longevity. Including a variety of features such as personal
information, rate of activity during the first week, and social interactions with other users,
Dror et al. trained several classifiers and built a classification model that can successfully
discriminate returning users from non-returning users in Yahoo! Answers [DPRS12]. In
StackOverflow, Pudipeddi et al. studied the new user churn prediction problem using tem-
poral features, features based on gratitude, quality, consistency, frequency, speed, content,
competitiveness, and knowledge level [PAT14] and found that temporal gaps between sub-
sequent posts is the most significant predictor of all factors and decision trees modeled these
factors with the best predictive power.
2.2.6 Summary of the above work
The above bodywork on new volunteer retention in peer-production communities shows that
(i) properties of initial activity (such as length of first post, rate of activity, amount of interac-
tion with other users) are predictive of newcomer retention [DPRS12, JK06, YWAA10] (ii)
interaction barriers (such as technical hurdles, lack of documentation, or excessive norms
and policies, or unresponsiveness from existing members) can contribute to churn of new
volunteers [BKM08, SWG12, SWCG13, SGR14, SSGR15] and (iii) unpleasant social ex-
changes with existing members and critical ratings and moderation of newcomers’ initial
posts can contribute to new volunteer churn [].
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2.3 Limitations of the above work
Much of prior work attempted to build models for retention and productivity by measuring
factors for a few weeks or months (e.g.,[DPRS12, PCK12]). This can be a problem since
waiting for a few weeks or months could mean losing a lot of users as much of the churn
happens at the end of first session. While some of prior work found that newcomers’ initial
post properties or response to initial post properties are related to longevity [JK06, LJ05,
YWAA10], the challenge with such metrics is that they cannot be generalized to understand
churn in other communities with entirely different features. To address these challenges,
in this thesis, we propose metrics based on just the first-session activity and those that can
generalize to other communities with varying activity structures and properties and build
regression models for predicting newcomer retention (see Chapter 3).
Prior work attributes the decline in retention of new editors to a daunting body of norms
and policies, rigid structures, and interaction barriers [BKM08, PCL+07]. However, there
are plenty of communities where such norms do not exist. We, therefore, wondered what
retention would be like in a community that doesn’t have such daunting norms, policies,
and structures and studied if other community-level characteristics are associated with new-
comer retention (see Chapter 5).
Also, much of prior work focuses on newcomer activity within the community they join,
the norms and structure of the community and the interactions within the community. There
is little work that examines characteristics of the newcomers themselves that determine their
retention and activity level with these communities. Therefore, in this work, we model
newcomers’ psychological traits such as personality (see Chapter 4) and newcomers’ profile
characteristics such as prior experience in other communities to study their associations with
newcomer retention and productivity in the community they join (see Chapter 6).
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Chapter 3
Effects of Early Newcomer Activity
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we have noted that 60% of user churn happens right after the first
session. This shows that if community moderators do not intervene at the end of the first
session, they have already lost 60% of their new users. Buildingmodels that can predict user
churn based on all available factors at the end of the first session1would be highly useful
because moderators might want to either a) invest more energy on those who are likely to
return (e.g., by relevant offers, greetings) or attempt to ”recapture” the interest of those who
are not (e.g., by emails).
However, an inherent problem with predicting new user churn is that not much previous
activity history is available, and often, demographic information is incomplete. Yang et al.
[YWAA10] looked at length of the first question posted by users to predict longevity. But
such metrics fail to generalize to communities with other participation types without such
attributes as content length.
Some of prior work (mentioned in the previous chapter) used metrics based on activity
history for a few sessions, weeks or months, or semantic attributes that capture general mood
or immersion of the user across sessions until the point of analysis to predict user longevity.
1A version of this work was published as: Karumur, R.P., Nguyen, T.T. and Konstan, J.A., 2016, February.
Early activity diversity: Assessing newcomer retention from first-session activity. In Proceedings of the 19th
ACM Conference on Computer-Supported Cooperative Work & Social Computing (pp. 595-608). ACM.
[KNK16]
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Since not much previous activity history is available about a new user, these are factors we
cannot assess very well at the first session. Waiting for a few weeks of activity to do the
analysis would mean running the risk of losing a vast majority of users until the point of
analysis.
Other work used demographic information about the user, but this may be either too
sparse or not always available as most communities these days have minimal registration
barriers with a one step signup process using their Gmail or Facebook accounts. For in-
stance, in MovieLens, age and gender are only available for about 1% of the users. There-
fore, they cannot be used in any useful way.
Some of prior work also used overall time spent on site as a predictor. Most users multi-
task and so, the exact time a user spends on the community of interest is hard to estimate.
Also, users switch to other browser tabs or windows; or close browsers or tabs without
ever logging out. Therefore, metrics based on time are often inaccurate representations
of amount of user activity (despite sometimes showing moderate correlations with it) and
therefore cannot be relied upon.
Some work also used social influence of other users to predict a particular user’s reten-
tion in the community. Again, for new users who are not necessarily well-networked, or for
new users in communities which do not have an active social component, metrics based on
social influence are not suitable.
Desires to volunteer online, help others, gain reputation, pursue shared values and be-
liefs, voice humanitarian concerns, develop careers, develop positive attitude and protect
oneself from negative feelings; having previous experience; or just enjoying what the com-
munity does have all been identified to be factors that motivate contribution (and thus reten-
tion) in online content communities [BML10, FDFM+12, KWL12, Nov07, SG06, WF00] .
Site policy changes, personal life changes, or a sense of feeling that they can no longer fulfill
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their perceived role in the community on the other hand may lead to user churn [VWLB14].
Much of prior work had extensive user data available about these attributes for their
analyses because they have analyzed user churn in general. But, in this work, we focus on
the specific challenge of new users for whomwe have very little to no data about any of these
attributes. With de-identified log information, we could not contact individual users who
stayed or left the system either. Therefore, we do not have information regardingmotivations
and prior experience of individual users.
An obvious and easily visiblemetric that could be used for predicting retention at the end
of the first session is the amount of activity by the users during their first session. We call
this early activity. As we were wondering if there is something else that we canmeasure that
is non-obvious, we looked at some of prior research that shows that newcomers are happier
and stay longer if they have a complete picture of the community while joining [BBE+07].
During their early interaction with the community, they investigate and evaluate it on a
variety of dimensions to see if it fits their needs. They decide whether to invest effort in
it or move on to explore other alternatives. If they find it suitable, they join and remain
in it longer [CUC+05, Kri96, KBZJ05, LM94, PNA04]. While some online communities
provide access to their archived content without the need to join, others require that the users
login to see what it has to offer. In either case (particularly, the latter), it is evident that the
breadth of their exploration of the community’s features during their first login session can
affect whether they leave for good or return for a second session. We therefore wanted to test
this hypothesis. We consulted Prof. Mark Snyder, a psychologist who specializes in offline
volunteering and learned that there are examples of this in offline volunteering communities
such as RedCross 2. If all a volunteer for RedCross ever gets to do is giving out cookies, if
they get tired of that activity, they are likely to leave RedCross. On the other hand, if they are
2redcross.org
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sometimes giving out cookies, sometimes checking people in for blood drives, sometimes
distributing blankets and canned food, and sometimes helping the hurricane victims, if they
get tired of one kind of activity, there is something else for them to fall back on that can
keep them returning to RedCross for volunteering. We therefore wanted to study a measure
of diversity based on the breadth of activities tried by the new user in their first session and
see if it was predictive of their longevity.
In order to do this, we introduce a metric called DSCORE to characterize this early
(first-session) activity diversity. We had three specific goals that led us to develop a new
metric instead of using one of the popular [Col09, Gin12, Jos06, Sha01, Sim49] diversity
metrics. First, based on our grounding in the “complete picture“, we wanted a diversity
metric that focused on exposure and not quantity – the metric should ignore repetitions of
an activity and consider only the breadth of activities a user tries. Second, we wanted to
measure diversity in a manner that recognizes that different activities may be more or less
similar, awarding higher diversity scores to sets of dissimilar activities. Third, we wanted
a metric that would generalize to communities with different activity structures, and that
would in turn scale to different numbers of activities. The metric we introduce has these
desirable characteristics and is based on a distance tree analysis of the online site’s activities.
Thus, using DSCORE, in this work, we explore the utility of naturally-occurring early
(first-session) activity diversity in assessing new user retention in an online recommender
community ‘MovieLens ’together with another measure called ASCORE for the amount of
activity.
3.1.1 Research Questions
We organize our research around the following questions:
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RQ1: How is early activity diversity (measured using DSCORE) associated with new
user longevity?
Wefirst establish feasibility by showing a correlation between number of distinct activity
types tried and new user retention. We then build and test successive models to explore the
degree to which early activity diversity is associated with new user longevity, considering
a variety of model types and additional factors such as overall quantity of activity. We use
the model with the best fit to illustrate the increase in average longevity associated with
marginal increases in a new user’s first-session activity level and diversity.
RQ2: How can we most effectively measure early activity diversity for purposes of pre-
dicting new user longevity?
Oncewe have established the value of DSCORE as a predictor of user retention, it makes
sense to examine how it compares with more traditional metrics. We therefore compare the
models built using DSCORE with the ones built using the Gini-Simpson index.
3.1.2 The MovieLens Dataset
We conduct this research using log data from the classic version of MovieLens 3 from De-
cember 20, 2007 to January 1, 2014. MovieLens allows users to rate and receive recommen-
dations for movies. In addition, they can add, edit or tag movies, add buddies, or participate
in other ways such as by answering questions about movies. The presence of multiple ac-
tivity types and a large pool of users along with their activity logs from their very first





We make the following contributions in this work:
• Early activity diversity predicts retention of new users. Based on an analysis of
the usage logs of more than 48,000 users of MovieLens, we find that activity diversity
in the very first session is a significant predictor of new user retention.We also show
that diversity adds significant value when combined with measures of activity level,
with both measures helping predict new user retention over 1, 5, and 10 sessions.
• DSCORE: A new and more effective diversity metric. We introduce DSCORE, a
metric to measure early activity diversity in a general way based on a similarity tree
classifying activity types. It is designed to isolate diversity from quantity of activity
and can be applied to different sites that support multiple activity types. Also, we find
in the context of MovieLens that DSCORE is more useful than traditional measures
capturing diversity such as the Gini-Simpson index.
• Implications for design and research. We discuss implications both for designers
and for researchers. Diversity can be used to customize experience based on predicted
retention, or to assess and improve site design for engagement. Further research is
proposed to isolate causal factors underlying the relationship between early activity
diversity and retention.
3.2 Related Work
3.2.1 Early Activity as a Predictor of Longer-Term Behavior
Even outside questions of churn, people have found value in early activity as a predictor of
longer-term behavior. It was observed in an analysis of “power users” of Wikipedia that
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users’ activity patterns, even in the earliest days, had an ability to predict future amount,
quality and frequency of activity [PHT09]. Also, Pal et al. [PCK12] looked at the first few
weeks of activity to detect experts in a community. Burke et al. [BML09] found that new-
comers’ exposure to different features on Facebook through the newsfeeds of their friends’
activities moderately affects (positively) their future usage of those features. These works
strengthen our interest in studying the relationship betweenmeasures based on early activity
and future retention.
3.2.2 Interventions
Prior work showed also that responding to a user’s first interaction, eliciting feedback from
them through lightweight tools, providing assistance and recommendations early on and
properly welcoming them into the community improve user retention [BML09, CAKL10,
CT15, FJGG09, JK06]. Also, commercial practice suggests that there is an interest in in-
terventions aimed at new user retention. A lot of sites offer additional gifts, e-coupons,
membership discounts, special promotions, free premium account access for extended pe-
riods, etc., in order to retain users who do not return for long durations of time. We therefore
hypothesize user retention may improve when introduced to other types of participation.
3.2.3 Diversity in Online communities
Zhu et al. found that greater diversity in subgroup membership was associated with greater
longevity of Wikia members [ZKK12a]. However, specialization in participation type is
most commonly found in online communities. Categories like ‘lurker’, ‘Questioner’, ‘An-
swer Person’, ‘Uploader’ and ‘Contributor’ have been identified based on specialization
[MEM+12, NP00, TSFW05, WGFS07]. But these works did not look at the question of
whether those who chose to specialize did so after being aware of the wide range of pos-
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sibilities. Our measure – DSCORE is specifically designed not to penalize people who
specialize after being aware of the alternatives. We hypothesize that someone who tires
of their specialized activity will be more likely to be retained if they know there are other
things they can fall back on.
3.2.4 Diversity and Community Success
In order to accomplish goals that are important to the community, some attempts have also
been made to direct users to other opportunities even if they did not match their interest
in the context of Wikiprojects. Examining weekly collaborations, Zhu et al. established
that explicit setting of goals and implicit social modeling can help diversify a self-identified
user’s participation in such a way that tasks important to the community may be accom-
plished [ZKK12b]. So, we understand that diversity is a characteristic that can be nurtured
in users, if we find value in it.
3.2.5 Diversity Metrics
Diversity metrics quantify distribution of entities across various available class types and
have been studied extensively in biology, ecology and in social and informational sciences.
Many diversity metrics have been proposed based on the need of the community under
consideration. Richness [Col09], Shannon Entropy [Sha01], Simpson index [Sim49], Gini-
Simpson index [Gin12, Jos06, Sim49] are the most widely used ones. Definitions of diver-
sity have varied widely based on what the proponents of those metrics assumed diversity to
be. Diversity metrics in general deal with a richness component - characterizing the number
of distinct class types the set of interest contains and an abundance component characteriz-
ing number of entities per class type - sometimes using both components, and sometimes
just one of them.
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Richness does not account for class hierarchies or similarities between entity (activity)
types. Other metrics such as Entropy, the Simpson Index or the Gini-Simpson index have
quantity of activity included in them. Because we are interested in the marginal value of
diversity over quantity, we introduce a diversity metric that separates diversity from quan-
tity of activity. To validate the usefulness of our new metric over existing ones, we redo
our analyses replacing DSCORE with the Gini-Simpson index (which is popular in social
psychology literature).
3.3 Early Activity and Early Activity Diversity
3.3.1 Identifying Activities
An activity is a single interaction with any feature of a particular online community and an
‘activity type‘ refers to one of the several types of activities that exist in the community.
For instance, on MovieLens, a user could rate a movie 3.5 stars, or search using the tag
“Animation“, or use the “MyWishlist“ feature. Each of these is a different activity type but
the user has performed three activities in all. We occasionally use the term ’participation’
to refer to an activity and the phrase ’participation type’ to refer to an activity type.
Based on consultation with the site maintainers and other site experts (more than 20
researchers – faculty, former and current students involved in development of and research
on MovieLens), we classified the features of MovieLens into 17 distinct activity types. A
brief description of each activity type is shown in Figure 3.1.
3.3.2 Activity Metrics
To answer the question of how early activity diversity is associated with user longevity in
the community, we need to separate diversity from quantity. So we introduce two metrics:
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Figure 3.1: A chart showing a brief description of each activity type on MovieLens
DSCORE and ASCORE.
Early Activity Diversity Score (DSCORE) Early Activity Diversity Score for user u is
a metric characterizing the number and degree of dissimilarity of distinct activity types
performed by the user u in the first session based on the hierarchical ontological relatedness
of these activity types. We denote it by DSCORE.
Design Challenge: The available activity types in an online system range from highly
related (e.g., rate an item, tag an item) to fairly distant (e.g., invite a buddy, view a movie).
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While each is different, we want a measure of diversity that adequately reflects that carrying
out three very different activities may have more diversity than carrying out four or five very
similar ones. Intuitively, this is the same as we might find with biological diversity: a zoo
with five different types of primate does not have as diverse a collection as one with a
chimpanzee, a whale, and a lizard.
Our approach to this challenge is to build our diversity metric in a manner that is tied
to a hierarchical taxonomy of activities – a taxonomy that is built specifically to group sim-
ilar activities together and to separate dissimilar activities. Unlike many of the diversity
metrics discussed in the related work section, this approach allows us to take hierarchical
ontological relationship between entity types into account. We build upon simple ’rich-
ness’ accommodating various degrees of dissimilarity between different activity types. So
we first model the relationship between various activity types in a community.
Modeling relationship between activity types: One could interview the users of the com-
munity, analytically look at which participation types go together, or speak to experts or
community moderators to understand the degrees of dissimilarity between various activity
types. In our case, we engaged the experts in a card sorting activity [Spe09], a standard us-
ability technique used to understand the information architecture of a site. We asked them
to cluster the activity types into as many natural clusters as would make sense to them and
provide a brief explanation of why they believed in such architecture. The experts were also
asked if they would further cluster them into smaller or larger clusters and some of them
did. Clusters that emerged in the process are shown in Figure 3.2.
In the end, we had a tree that depicted the relationship between various activity types
on MovieLens (Figure 3.3).
In this tree, all distinct activity types appear as leaf nodes. Each internal node of such a
tree represents a hypothetical activity type that encompasses all activity types represented
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Figure 3.2: Intermediate Clusters that we obtained after plotting our data
Figure 3.3: Classification of activity types in MovieLens
as its child nodes. We call this hypothetical node an ancestor. There can be multiple lev-
els of ancestors with multiple activity types sharing the same ancestor. Each node in the
tree represented in Figure 3.3 is labeled, but one may choose to not label the hypothetical
nodes. To make a distinction we depicted all the ancestors with rounded rectangles and the
leaf nodes with rectangles. We now use an approach similar to that used in phylogenetics
[WSSP03] to study evolutionary relationships between various species of organisms. Note
that such a tree need not be a binary tree.
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Figure 3.4: Classification tree and its corresponding distance matrix D. The distance 𝑑𝑞𝑟 is 3 mean-
ing that there are 3 edges in the path connecting the leaf nodes q and r
We use a distance matrixD to quantify the amount of dissimilarity between any two leaf
nodes in the tree. The amount of dissimilarity between two leaf nodes is simply the number
of edges in the shortest path connecting them. Let 𝑑𝑖𝑗 denote the dissimilarity between leaf
nodes i and j in the tree. 𝑑𝑖𝑗 also denotes the ij-th element of the matrix D.
Definition: We define early activity diversity score of a set of distinct activity types as
the normalized mean value of pair-wise dissimilarity (defined above) between all activity
types in the set. More formally, if n is the number of distinct activity types represented in a
set S of activity types, then the early activity diversity score of the set S is given by





The proposed metric Div(S) has the following properties:
1. Div(S) is zero if a user performs activities of only one type.
2. When all leaf nodes (or activity types) have one and only one ancestor, then Div(S)
is simply what is called ”richness” in biodiversity and ecology literature.
3. Div(S) increases as ancestral connection increases. In the figure 2, the set p, s is more
diverse than the set {p, r} which in turn is more diverse than the set {p, q}. In other words,
diversity of two leaf nodes whose parent is same is less than diversity of two leaf nodes
whose parent is different.
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4. As additional distinct leaf nodes are added to a set of activities, Div(S) increases. For
example, Div(p, q, r) will always be greater than Div({p, q}), for p ≠q ≠r.
5. For sets of the same length Div(S) attains a maximum value when no two leaf nodes
of the set have the same parent and a minimum value when all leaf nodes of the set have the
same parent.
Note that we are not interested in proportional abundance of a given leaf node (or activity
type), because all we care about is whether the user got an opportunity to use the feature
at least once. Using this, we are interesting in predicting user churn, so we formulated the
definition such that {p, q}, {p, p, q}, {p, p, p, q} and {p, p, q, q} are all equally diverse.
The theoretical maximum for DSCORE for our tree is 41.6.
Early Activity Score (ASCORE) Early Activity Score is defined for user u as the quan-
tity of activity performed by user u in the first session. We denote it by ASCORE.
Design Challenge: In online communities, users engage in different types of activities
for different periods of time. So, a simple count of all activities may turn out to be an
inaccurate representation of the amount of activity performed by the user for a session as it
diminishes the impact of the time- and engagement-intensive multi-step editing and adding
activities. We considered two ways to adjust for this imbalance: weighing activities (i)
by infrequency of use (so rare activities count more) or (ii) weighing them by time spent
on the activity (so more interactive/intensive activities count more). We choose the latter
as a better measure of activity that is not connected to diversity (which is related to rarity /
dissimilarity / spread). Thus, we define weight of a unit of each activity type factoring in the
time duration associated with that activity type. In the related work section, we have stated
how time durations can often be inaccurate because users may sporadically drift to other
websites for indefinite periods of time during their course of interactionwith the community.
Therefore, in activity-times data, one might expect to find outliers for certain user activities.
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In order to eliminate bias due to such time periods, we pick the median time duration of all
users for each activity type as the weight for that activity type for all users.
Definition: If 𝑤𝑖 denotes the median time duration for activity i for all users and the user
u performed 𝑛𝑖 activities of that type in the first session, then the early activity score for the
user u is given by
ASCORE = ∑𝑖 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑖
3.4 Methodology
3.4.1 Dividing Activity Log into Sessions
Ideally, an activity session is defined to be the time between a user’s login and logout.
However, for not all users we have the information about the login and logout events. For
those users for whom we do have this information, we accurately determine a login session.
However, for those users whose login and / or logout events are missing for whatever reason
(they stay logged in for an indefinite period or quit the browser or close the tab without
logging out, etc) we use the definition of session based on log-scaled inter-activity times
[GH13]. For such users, a session is identified to be a set of continuous activities by a user
in which any two subsequent activities are within a time difference of 1 hour.
3.4.2 Representing User’s Defection from the community
For analyzing the expected active period of a MovieLens user, we model the user’s lifetime
by defining concepts of “birth“ and “defection“ in (from) the community as the times at
which the user starts his activity and stops his activity for a considerable period of time
respectively. For MovieLens, we determine the threshold of inactivity to be 365 days based
on activity logs which show a bi-normal distribution with the second normal at about 300
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days after the first registration. So if a user does not have an activity for 365 days since they
last visited, we consider the user to have dropped out of the community.
3.4.3 Ignoring activities beyond the 365 day inactive period
Based on the above threshold of inactivity, if a user is found to have an activity after 365
days, we have every reason to believe his/her movie-seeking behavior might have changed
over the course of this time. So, we consider the activity thereon under a new life instance of
the same user. We found a small fraction of users (2,136) with more than one life instance
in our dataset. But we have carried out our analysis on 48,784 distinct users for whom only
the activities of the first life instance were considered ignoring the activities beyond the 365
day inactive period.
3.4.4 Handling right-censored users
Note that we have ended our data collection on a certain date and therefore we do not have
information about some users whether or not they return to the system after 365 days. This
concept is identified in survival analyses literature as right-censoring and in these analyses
these users are marked as right-censored users. We have 8157 users who are right-censored.
Wemodel user churn using two approaches - Survival analysis and Logistic Regression. For
modeling using survival analysis, wewill use appropriate survival models (Cox-Regression)
to handle the right-censored users. Because logistic regression is used for making predic-
tion/binary classification and it does not handle right-censored users, we will ignore those
data points in the logistic models.
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3.4.5 Computing ASCORE weights
Recall that our ASCOREmetric requires a time-measure as a weight for each activity. Based
on the timestamps in the log data, we compute the weight as the median time between
the start of an activity and the start of the next activity (omitting the final activity in each
session). Table 3.1 lists the median time duration in seconds for which users of MovieLens
spent time on an activity before moving on to the next one.




Create RSS Feed 13
Invite a buddy 14
Using help pages 20
View Movie Detail 10
Search by tag 16
Search using attribute/keyword 13
Visit Most Often Rated Movies list 16
Visit Top Picks list 14
Visit Newest Additions list 17
Visit Rate-Random-Movies list 10
Visit ”Your Wishlist” 19
Visit ”Your Ratings” list 17
Rate a movie 7
Add a tag 9
Q&A 9
Add/edit a movie 13
Table 3.1: Median time duration in seconds spent by MovieLens users for each activity type.
3.4.6 Choosing predictors for the model
The data we have access to has extremely sparse age and gender information with practically
no other personal information available. Nor do we have any information about the motiva-
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tions or pro-social behavioral history about the users. So, we are unable to use any of these
as predictors in our model. We do not use length of first session as a predictor firstly because
we believe time durations are inaccurate representations of user activity due to general user
drifting behavior and second because we infer activity sessions from activity log data of the
user, which does not always contain login and logout. We could choose metrics specific to
MovieLens (that may not be generalizable to other systems) such as the number of movies
rated by user in the first session (because MovieLens is primarily a movie-recommender
website powered by user ratings). However, we found that the number of movies rated has
high correlation with amount of activity in the first session and so would not really addmuch
to explaining the model. So, we decided to use amount of activity (which is only about 0.4
correlated with activity diversity) along with activity diversity in our model.
3.5 Results and Discussion
3.5.1 Structure of this section
We present and discuss results in three sections. First, we explore the MovieLens log data
to see the distribution of activity diversity and the prevalence of new user churn. Then we
try to see how user churn is associated with early activity diversity using varying measures
of longevity and different approaches to modeling user churn to establish the robustness of
our results. Finally, we validate the usefulness of our DSCOREmetric by comparing it with
the Gini-Simpson Index in the best-fitting model.
3.5.2 Frequency of activity types on MovieLens
On MovieLens, we find that 37.74% of activity types for all recorded sessions for all users
in the data constitute ‘rating movies’ (most often performed) followed by 30.76% of activity
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Figure 3.5: Frequency of activity types on MovieLens
types constituting ‘search’ using attribute/keyword. This is followed by visits tomovie detail
page constituting about 9.56% of total actions, followed by viewing one’s own rated movies,
viewing the top picks list and tagging movies accounting for another 8% of activities (See
Figure 3.5). The remaining 11 activity types count to only about 14% of the activities on
MovieLens. Thus we see that most users are highly specialized in the ways they participate
in MovieLens although they have about 17 different activity types to engage in.
3.5.3 Evidence of early user churn on MovieLens
Large numbers of users drop out in their first few sessions (see Figure 3.6, a plot based on
our dataset) and particularly significant drop occurs right after the first session. So, we will
use ASCORE and DSCORE of a user at the first session.
3.5.4 Relationship between percentage user churn and simple number of activity
types tried in the first session
We define percentage user churn after the n-th session to be the number of users who
dropped out of the community after the n-th session over the total number of users who
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Figure 3.6: User Churn in MovieLens
tried k activity types in the first session where k = 1…15 (although participation in all 17
activity types is theoretically possible, the users in our dataset have participated in at most
15 activity types by the end of the first session) and n = 1,5,10 (we report only for these
sessions in Table 3.2. Ignoring the users who are right-censored, we find that the lower the
number of activity types tried in the first session, the greater the percentage of user churn.
The results are available in Figure 3.7 and its corresponding Table 3.2.
RQ1: How is early activity diversity (measured using DSCORE) associated with new
user longevity?
Earlier in this paper, we have identified two metrics based on activity: activity score
(denoted by ASCORE) and activity diversity score (denoted by DSCORE). We will use
the values of these two metrics for the first session of the new user for predicting churn or















1 4519 80.7 95.42 97.83
2 4252 79.06 92.48 96.23
3 6508 75.61 91.84 95.71
4 7246 69.74 88.09 93.21
5 6836 63.77 84.54 90.96
6 5798 58.51 81.09 88.13
7 4637 53.35 77.38 86.48
8 3141 49.44 73.95 85.08
9 1842 42.23 68.33 80.97
10 998 35.52 63.73 77.33
11 421 33.44 57.67 71.47
12 219 27.88 56.37 70.3
13 72 25.09 49.06 64.15
14 17 7.69 53.85 84.62
15 1 0 0 0
Table 3.2: Percentage user churn after the first, fifth and tenth sessions.
3.5.5 (Approach 1) Survival analysis using Cox Proportional-Hazards model
In our first approach, we use Survival Analysis using Cox Proportional Hazards because
this is ideal in situations where one measures time until an event or hazard (in this case
– a user leaving a community) happens with ‘Number of Sessions‘ (continuous measure)
as the measure of longevity. Earlier in this paper, we have introduced briefly the concept
of right-censoring. Because Cox Regression [Fox02] takes care of right-censored data, we
perform survival analysis for all 48,784 users.
We build two models – one consisting only of ASCORE as the predictor and the other
having both ASCORE and DSCORE. We find that the difference in log likelihoods of the
two models is statistically significant (p-value < 0.0001) with 𝜒2 = 410.6. Based on likeli-
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Figure 3.7: User Churn in MovieLens
hood ratio test, this implies that the model that includes DSCORE is better than the model
that has only ASCORE.




Table 3.3: Coefficients for Cox-Proportional Hazards Model; *** indicates p-value < 0.001.
The values in Table 3.3 indicate that holding the other covariates constant, a unit increase
in amount of activity (ASCORE) causes a 0.02% reduction in churn hazard and a unit in-
crease in activity diversity (DSCORE) causes a 2.28% reduction in churn hazard. Given the
difference in scales, this is hard to interpret. So we address the quantitative aspect below in
our logistic regression model with an illustrative example.
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Figure 3.8: User Survival curve plotted to determine a suitable threshold for logistic regression
analysis. The graph shows a drop in the probability of survival of users as we proceed from 0 to 30
sessions
3.5.6 (Approach 2) Logistic regression
In our second approach, we use Logistic regression for obtaining a simpler interpretation
and a direct estimate of probability of survival past an arbitrary session k. For this we use
‘presence beyond session k’ (Binary measure) as the measure of longevity. Because logistic
regression can be used for prediction, we ignore the users whose survival information is
right-censored in our analysis.
Step 1: Longevity measure for logistic regression
The survival curve shown in Figure 3.8 indicates that the probability that the user survives
is highest in session one and gradually drops as one moves towards further sessions.
From 3.8, we also see that after using MovieLens for at least 10 sessions (an average
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of 2 months), the probability that users continue to use MovieLens is very high. Therefore,
we choose N=10 sessions as the measure of longevity to examine how well we can predict
if users would stay in the community beyond 10 sessions. (We do a sensitivity check and
repeat the analyses with different values of N=1 and 5 sessions, and find consistent results.)
So for our logistic regression model, we use a binary response variable with values 1 or 0
indicating the two classes – Class 1 – for ‘users who stayed in MovieLens for at least 10
sessions (or 2 months)’ and Class 0 – for ‘users who stopped using MovieLens after their
10th session’.
Step 2: Analysis
We first build three models – one having only DSCORE, one having only ASCORE and the
third having both ASCORE and DSCORE. Table 3.4 shows the corresponding outputs:
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
Intercept -3.542*** 2.602*** -3.352***
ASCORE 0.0003*** 0.0002***
DSCORE 0.0939*** 0.0604***
AIC 21302 21093 20808
Table 3.4: Summary of the logistic regression models; *** indicates p-value < 0.001.
For a given dataset, AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) measures how one model per-
forms relative to another. The models with smaller AIC have better fit. We find in Table 3.4
that the model having ASCORE alone is better than the one having only DSCORE. How-
ever, based on AICs we conclude that the model that includes both ASCORE and DSCORE
is better than the individual models. We find also that the likelihood ratio test statistic be-
tween the models 2 and 3 has a 2 = 287.04 (p-value ~0) and that between the models 1 and
3 has a 2 = 496.38 (p-value ~0). So again, the model that includes both DSCORE and AS-
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CORE is better than the individual models. The results show that both activity and diversity
are important, but that retention is more sensitive to smaller changes in diversity.
Using this third model that includes both terms, we note that keeping other terms con-
stant, a unit increase in the amount of activity (ASCORE) produces a 0.03% increase in
the odds of survival beyond 10 sessions, while a unit increase in the activity diversity
(DSCORE) produces a 6.23% increase in the odds of survival beyond 10 sessions.
We now use the model with the best fit (Model 3 in Table 3.4) to illustrate (see Figure
3.9 the increase in average longevity associated with marginal increases in activity level
and diversity. Consider a typical newcomer that we will call Amy with a median ASCORE
(288 units) and median DSCORE (12.5 units). A typical profile for such a user would have
rating 17movies, making 5 attribute/keyword searches, using the help feature once, viewing
details for 5 movies and using the “Your Ratings” feature twice. Amy’s chance of surviving
past the 10th session is only 7.31%.
Now let us consider a second user – Ben – who has the same activity pattern as Amy but
also performed one additional and fairly different task. Ben invites a buddy to MovieLens.
To keep Ben’s ASCORE constant, we will also have Ben rate only 15 movies (two fewer
than Amy). This changes Ben’s DSCORE to 15.4 units while holding his ASCORE at 288
units, but it results in 19.14% higher odds of survival – an increase to 8.6%.
Finally, let us consider a third user – Claire – who starts with Amy’s level of activity
but we want to increase her ASCORE to the level that would predict the same survival rate
as Ben, while holding her DSCORE constant (i.e., by increasing quantity without adding
new activity types). Claire would have to increase her ASCORE by 876 units which would
involve (for example) 78 additional movie ratings, 10 more attribute/keyword searches, and
viewing 20 more movie detail pages. 4
4To come up with this readily interpretable example with substantive meaning, we have used unstandard-
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Figure 3.9: An illustration of increase in retention associated with marginal increases in activity
level and diversity
In other words, our model shows that performing one activity of a different type is as-
sociated with an increase in survival which can only be matched by performing existing
activities many more times each. We also tested the models at N = 1 and 5 sessions and
found consistent results.
Step 3: Prediction accuracy
Because of imbalance in distribution of users in both classes, we do not use precision and
F-measure for gauging performance. Instead, we use sensitivity and specificity. Sensitivity,
ized coefficients here. The example shows that about 800 units of unstandardized ASCORE is comparable to
roughly 2 units of unstandardized DSCORE in being associated with the same odds of retention.
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in our context is the proportion of class 1 users who are correctly classified and specificity
is the proportion of class 0 users who are correctly classified.
Because logistic regression gives the probability or log odds that the output belongs to
class 1, we need a suitable threshold t to compare the probability obtained using logistic
regression p to say if p > t then the user belongs to class 1 else the user belongs to class 0.
We use two approaches to choose an optimal threshold (see Figure 3.10 – theMinimized
Difference Threshold (MDT) approach, which minimizes the difference between sensitivity
and specificity and the Maximized Sum Threshold (MST), which maximizes the sum of
sensitivity and specificity [18]. Note that while these thresholds are not biased towards
positives or negatives they do not necessarily give the highest prediction in the model. To
make sure our model is not data-dependent, we perform 5-fold cross validation and the
average sensitivity and average specificity for the best model were found to be 0.65 using
one approach and 0.66 using another.
Step 4: DSCORE: Verifying sensitivity to ontology
To verify DSCORE’s sensitivity to the ontology we used, we make slight changes to the
existing ontology.
In Figure 3.3, we move Create RSS Feed and Invite Buddy from Account Maintenance
to Social and we move all four leaves of Browser Predefined Lists to Search. These changes
make the ontology somewhat different but still sensible. We find that the newly computed
DSCORE has a correlation of 0.9974 with the old one producing very similar results.
Step 5: DSCORE in the presence of ‘Number of activities‘
We also include total number of activities into Model 3 and find that it is not significant in
predicting survival beyond 10 sessions but is significant in predicting survival beyond 1 and
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Figure 3.10: An illustration of increase in retention associated with marginal increases in activity
level and diversity
5 sessions, but in all three cases (1, 5, and 10) DSCORE is still significant and performs
well.
RQ2: How can we most effectively measure early activity diversity for purposes of pre-
dicting new user longevity?
Because it takes a lot more work to compute DSCORE using a distance tree analysis,
we wondered how useful this measure is over a traditional diversity measure such as the
Gini-Simpson Index. We therefore replaced DSCORE in our model with the Gini-Simpson








Table 3.5: Coefficients for Cox-Proportional Hazards Model; *** indicates p-value < 0.001.
We find that introducing it does not add significant value over ASCORE in predicting
survival beyond N= 10 sessions. We performed a sensitivity analysis by redoing it at N = 1
and 5 sessions as well and we found again that Gini-Simpson is not significant in presence
of ASCORE. Also, because some activities are closely related to each other while others
may be very different and Gini-Simpson does not account for this as well, we find DSCORE
to be more useful in characterizing early activity diversity.
3.6 Conclusion
This work shows a preliminary investigation of new user activity engagement in an online
community and is largely intended to describe its effects on new user survival within the
community. This work stands out in comparison to previous works addressing the chal-
lenge of user retention in that it introduces a novel way of assessing retention using limited
amount of information available about new users. We make use of metrics based on ac-
tivity in the very first session: diversity and amount of activity. We also introduce a way
of computing diversity in online communities. The hypotheses were tested on MovieLens,
an online community that gives its users an opportunity to participate in a variety of ways
– from finding movies they like to rating to tagging movies to answering questions about
movies, to inviting buddies and so on. The results of this work are published in [KNK16]
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Our findings indicate that 1) the lower the number of activity types tried in the first ses-
sion, the greater the percentage of users in that category who drop out of the community; 2)
early activity diversity measured using DSCORE is a significant predictor of user longevity,
and that it remains a significant predictor even in the presence of amount of early activity
(ASCORE); and 3) a metric that considers possible similarity between activity types based
on a distance-tree is a more useful way of measuring early diversity than traditional metrics.
Our results are invariant of measures of longevity and the approaches used to model user
churn. We also find that the positive effect of higher early diversity being associated with
greater longevity is consistent with prior research [6,24,25].
3.6.1 Limitations and Generalizability
The MovieLens data log limited our ability to assess the relationship of other features to
user retention, and of our diversity metric in presence of other features. We are however
interested in seeing how this works in other contexts where such data may be available.
Nonetheless, we were able to assess user retention and longevity from first-session activity
data, which is readily available for all online communities.
We chose MovieLens dataset for our analysis because of its richness in activities offered
to its users combinedwith a long-term longitudinal log of user activity – a log that dates from
the user’s very first interactions. This work is relevant to community designers, moderators
and administrators who wish to understand new user longevity in a variety of contexts:
travel sites where diversity of activities (reviews/ ratings) may be with respect to categories:
hotels, restaurants and places; Q&A sites and peer-production communities where diversity
may be with respect to types of content posted or moderation activities, social networks
where diversity may be in types of content shared, on their own profile or others’; product
review and retail sites where users may buy/use a variety of products; and so on.
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Applying DSCORE to other contexts requires creation of an activity taxonomy. We
have not validated its effectiveness in systems with different taxonomies or different types
of activity structure, and leave that to future work.
Another interesting scenario is of online communities that unlock features with increase
in user reputation such as StackOverflow. New users in such spaces have limited activity
choices to explore, and one may have to investigate other approaches for assessing user
retention.
3.6.2 Future work
In this work, we have built models that are able to predict about 7/10 users correctly among
those who return as well as those who do not. By doing this, we have a better way of identi-
fying these two classes of users based on just their first-session user activity. In the process
of building these models, we have also offered a metric that can capture the diversity of user
activity. There are two ways in which these might be useful. A community administrator
might want to:
(a) identify users who are more/less likely to return to invest effort (e.g., relevant
offers, mentors, greetings) in those users who are likely to return and attempt to “recapture”
their interest in those who are not.
(b) use activity diversity as a metric to assess overall site engagement. Apart from
simply using for predictions about longevity, an analysis of the activity types usage distri-
bution may lead to further opportunities to engage users. Also, it tells the site administrators
what activity types users engage in and what activity types need more visibility.
Based on our observations of commercial site interactions, we expect that some sites
may already be employing some of these methods and we look forward to public research
results that establish or refute causality. In the next stage of this work, it seems natural to
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look at questions of causality including direction – whether users who are longer surviving
tend to be more diverse or vice-versa considering even the possibilities of joint causality
with other factors of site design.
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Chapter 4
Effects of User Personality
4.1 Introduction
In this piece of work, we wanted to look at something more fundamental about the users
that we could use to model their behavior the moment they arrive in the system. More than
three decades of research in social psychology shows that psychological traits such as a
user’s emotions, personality, etc. can predict user preferences and behaviors in a variety of
contexts. In order to make accurate recommendations on multiple categories which is the
usual case in a typical recommender system, it seems essential to capture the fundamental
nature of each individual. Since the literature on personality traits seems rich, we decided
to use personality to study new user behavior1.
4.2 Background and Related Work
4.2.1 Personality and The Big Five Model
Research on personality traits in social psychology and computer-mediated communication
since the 1990s has shown that personality can predict user preferences and behaviors in
all kinds of contexts, ranging from media [KVE05], to activities such as reading books and
attending concerts [KVE05], to appreciation for arts such as music and paintings [RG03,
ZUM93], to job success [BM91] and marital satisfaction [KC87], and to the amount of
internet and social media usage [BKG+12, CHDZ10, MG14, ROS+09, SKT09]. A lot of
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studies focused on understanding how internet usage varied among people with different
personality type and we summarize them below under each personality type.
The Big Five Model on Personality, also known as the Five Factor Model is a well-
researched and widely accepted model of personality traits and is commonly used in studies
examining personality and human behavior [CJM92, MJ92, TC92]. This model has been
found to be reliable after testing across multiple languages and cultures [SAMBM07]. The
Five Dimensions of this Model, often abbreviated using the acronym OCEAN are:
Openness (to experience):
High Openness people tend to be characterized by higher creativity, imagination and ability
to ideate. They possess greater intellectual curiosity and appreciation for novelty or variety
in experiences and diversity in interests. Low Openness users are more down-to-earth and
conservative.
Prior work found positive correlations for Openness and use of internet for entertainment
[TB01] and games [Ten08, TB01]. This may be due to their proclivity for new experiences
and variety and curiosity. It was also found in [SKT09] that high Openness users stayed
online longer. Others found that Openness to experience was positively related to the use of
social networking sites and features such as instant messaging [CHDZ10]. High Openness
is associated with an interest in more complex and exciting recreational activities [KVE05].
Conscientiousness:
High Conscientiousness people tend to be highly disciplined, organized, consistent, cau-
tious, and dutiful in their behavior, whereas those with low Conscientiousness tend to be
1A version of this work was published as: Karumur, R.P. and Konstan, J.A., 2016, July. Relating new-
comer personality to survival and activity in recommender systems. In Proceedings of the 2016 conference
on user modeling adaptation and personalization (pp. 195-205). ACM. [KK16]
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more impulsive, creative, easy-going, and flexible.
Several works report that high Conscientiousness is negatively correlated with gen-
eral internet use and time spent online on entertainment, leisure and social network-
ing sites [BP08, LL06, RX11]. On the other hand, high Conscientiousness is positively
correlated with time spent on academic/work related sites [LL06]. Some researchers
[BKG+12, MG14] reason that conscientious people tend to have less interest in activities
related to entertainment such as playing games or listening to music as they involve less
planned use of time and are more spontaneous activities, which is opposed to their nature
of being cautious and self-disciplined, possessing impulse control and having planned be-
havior [HO97]. Also, in [HP13], low Conscientiousness people were found to rate more
items, whereas high Conscientiousness people were found to rate only the required number
of items, and such cautious behavior is again characteristic of high Conscientiousness users.
Others found that Conscientiousness was negatively related to ability to undertake difficult
or unconventional activities [KVE05].
Extroversion:
Extroverts tend to be more sociable, out-going, energetic and desire the company of others
and stimulation in external environments. Introverts are more reserved, self-absorbed, low-
key, and seek environments in which stimulation is much lower.
Some researchers claim that Extroverts tend to prefer face-to-face interactions while In-
troverts tend to prefer use of online channels for self-expression [AHWF02]. Amiel et al
found high Extroversion to be negatively associated with comfort in online communication
[AS04]. Anolli et al. found a negative relationship between Extroversion and use of online
chat [AVR05]. Whereas in [CD10], Extroversion was negatively associated with addiction
to gaming, Teng [Ten08] found that Extroverts were significantly more into gaming com-
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pared to Introverts. Others have found positive associations between high Extroversion and
the use of internet for communication and emails [TL10, WD01] as well as more direct
face-to-face friendships [TL10]. Yet others have also found Extroversion to be positively
correlated with social network usage [CHDZ10, ROS+09]. Some found that Extroverts do
a lot of liking, commenting and expressing their appreciation or sympathy for others, be-
friending a lot of people [BKG+12]. Others suggest that Extroverts may use the internet for
more networking and Introverts may use it to escape their offline personas [OF09].
Agreeableness:
High Agreeableness persons tend to be more cooperative, submissive, flexible, adaptable,
tolerant, and empathize with others, whereas low Agreeableness persons are more compet-
itive, challenging and tend to exercise their authority over others.
Some works did not find any relationship for Agreeableness with performance and in-
ternet use [BM91, MG14]. Others found high Agreeableness to be negatively related to
the time spent online [LL06], and activities such as playing online games [CD10, PBB06].
While Agreeableness was negatively associated with ability to undertake unconventional
and difficult activities [KVE05], high Agreeableness users were found to be associated with
higher number of tags in [BKG+12]. It was found in [HP13] that high Agreeableness users
tend to give ratings that are more positive.
Neuroticism:
Users high in Neuroticism tend to be more sensitive, insecure, pessimistic, self-conscious,
and are more susceptible to anger, frustration, anxiety, hopelessness and negative emotions.
They are more likely to experience stress and depression. People with low Neuroticism, on
the other hand, tend to be calmer and more emotionally stable.
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Because High Neuroticism users are susceptible to a lot of negative emotions, use of the
internet could provide venues to alleviate such emotions, get rid of insecurity/loneliness and
find a sense of belonging. A lot of studies found high levels of Neuroticism of users to be
associatedwith higher use and a greater amount of time spent on the internet, in particular on
social networks [AHWF02, AS04, APS00, BP08, CHDZ10, MG14, OF09, RX11, WD01].
Some researchers also found activities of leisure such as playing music or watching movies
to be attractive for users with high Neuroticism [SHHH02, WD01]. At the same time, other
researchers found that High Neuroticism users are less likely to use the internet to seek
information [AHWF02, TB01]. One reason for this may be their insecurity and inability to
trust any source of information. Another might be due to their nature of lacking hope and
being susceptible to frustration.
Some of prior work has connected personality to rating behaviors [EBRT13, HRBL12]
in recommender systems, but we are aware of no work that specifically highlighted relation-
ship between personality and newcomer retention, time investment, level and distribution
of early user activity in a system. In this work, we are specifically interested in using per-
sonality to model newcomer retention and level of activity since newcomer retention and
activity are intricately connected to community success [BLW+04, But01, Duc05, KNK16,
PHT09, YWAA10].
4.3 Research Metrics
We look at a variety of metrics to address three research questions:
RQ1. How is personality related to newcomer retention? We measure retention using
the following metrics:
• Number of sessions at the end of first month, and at the end of the first four months.
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• Odds of returning for a 2nd, 5th or 10th session 2.
• Time to first return.
• Average return time (time between sessions) during the first four months.
RQ2. How is personality related to newcomer investment (time committed to early
sessions)? To answer this question, we measure:
• Length of first session3.
• Average session length for first four months of activity.
RQ3. How is personality related to newcomer intensity of engagement? We define
level of activity to be number of ratings, number of tags applied, number of items the person
adds to their wish list, proportion of tags to ratings, number of page views and so forth. We
now measure:
• Level of activity for first-session.
• Average level of activity per session for the first 4 months.
• Aggregate (total amount of) activity for the first four months.
We recognize that the underlying constructs and metrics have overlap. For example,
we categorize metrics such as frequency of logging in as retention, but they can also be
measures of intensity of engagement. Our goal is to understand user behavior characterized
by these metrics. So we have chosen a single organization for our investigation, and report
the resulting data to allow others to draw further conclusions.
2We choose these sessions to be consistent with prior work [KNK16].
3First session in MovieLens is considerably different from other sessions as most users provide a majority
of ratings during this session.
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In the next section, we discuss the structure and properties of the MovieLens platform.
We frame the hypotheses for user behavior in a system like MovieLens based on existing
knowledge of personality types. We then present our findings, summarize them and draw
implications from them before we conclude this chapter with limitations and future direc-
tions.
4.4 Platform, Study Design, And Methodology
4.4.1 MovieLens
MovieLens4 is a standalone movie recommendation engine which provides an opportunity
for its users to express preferences through rating, tagging and wishlisting movies, while
allowing them to view movie details at different levels (summary of plot, trailers, posters,
etc). With more than 200,000 registered users worldwide, and an average of 50 new user
registrations every day, MovieLens is a suitable platform for studying user engagement,
participation, retention and commitment in recommender systems.
MovieLens is primarily used for obtaining movie recommendations based on individual
taste preferences. Rating is much more common than tagging, both because ratings build
user personalization profiles and because the site design permits ratings at every movie dis-
play (with a simple click) while tagging requires visiting a detail page and typing. Clicking
on a movie brings up a “movie details page” with plot and cast information, the tagging
interface, and various other ways to interact with the movie. Users can add movies to a
wishlist anywhere they can rate them, but wishlists are a not a widely-used feature. Very
rarely, some users suggest movies to be added to MovieLens through an interface for sug-
gesting movies. MovieLens runs several recommendation algorithms, which it calls “The
4http://movielens.org
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Peasant”, “The Bard”, “The Warrior”, and “The Wizard” and provides different kinds of
recommendations depending on what the user selects as their primary recommender. Oc-
casionally, users change their recommenders too. Our data also suggests that occasionally,
users view the posters and watch the trailers on the movie details page. Since rating, tagging
and wishlisting movies are the three primary activities on MovieLens, and findings on these
activities are generalizable to other recommender systems, we mostly focus our analyses on
these three activities. However, we do report results on the number of movie detail pages a
user visits and the total number of activities the user performs (which may include all the
above activities) as well, for completeness.
4.4.2 Dataset
In order to collect personality information for improving recommendations, one of our col-
leagues, Tien Nguyen administered a questionnaire based on [GRS03] to MovieLens users
during the summer of 2015. Users were asked to respond to questions assessing their per-
sonality on a Likert Scale with responses ranging from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 7 (Strongly
Agree). Based on these answers, a score for each of the five personality dimensions was
computed for each user on the scale 1-7. We use the results of this survey to study retention,
early time investment and activity level of new users.






Table 4.1: Counts of users in low and high personality types.
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We pick 1008 of these users, who registered between 01 July 2015 and 01 October 2015
and extract their activity log for four months along with their personality scores on the scale
1-7 for this study. MovieLens makes it optional for users to enter any profile information
and so only a very small fraction of users have some information about their gender and age.
We are therefore unable to report summary statistics about age groups, gender, and location
of these users.
Finding effect sizes that are small is a known challenge in personality related research
methods. In order to circumvent this problem, increase the sensitivity of statistical analyses
used, and ensure comparability of results some researchers [ROS+09, SKT09] divide the
personality dimensions into thirds in terms of percentiles and compare the users scoring in
the higher third with the users scoring in the lower third. We realized that these approaches
might have the possibility of users with similar scores (such as a score of 5 on Openness)
coming in two different thirds (in this example, the middle third as well as the upper third).
So, we partition the users such that those scoring less than or equal to 2 on each dimen-
sion are the low personality type, and those scoring greater than or equal to 6 are the high
personality type and those with no strong preferences (scoring between 2 and 6) are the
medium personality type. Most results reported in the next section are based on a compari-
son between the users in the low and high personality types. However, since we had too few
low Openness users based on this approach to draw statistically significant conclusions, in
order to explore the effect of Openness trait in a useful way, we set the threshold for low
Openness at 3.5. Since 4 on the Likert scale corresponds to ‘Neither Agree Nor Disagree’,
3.5 for Openness has the same directional effect as 2. However, since our goal is to also op-
timize the sensitivity of our analyses, we retained the lower threshold of 2 for the remaining




Based on the existing knowledge about personality and user behavior, we frame the follow-
ing hypotheses for newcomer behavior in the context of MovieLens5:
Hypotheses for Openness:
Because Openness is characterized by a tendency to seek variety, and a system like Movie-
Lens offers a diverse collection of movies for users to keep returning, we expect high Open-
ness users to last longer. Because Openness is positively associated with use of internet for
entertainment and games [Ten08, TB01] and MovieLens does not offer movies to watch,
we expect high Openness users to invest shorter durations of time in their visits, maybe just
enough to find movies for watching. Because creative activities excite high Openness users
[KVE05] and tagging exercises one’s creativity we expect high Openness users to tag more.
Because high Openness users have greater curiosity and a desire for entertainment, we ex-
pect them to have already watched a lot of movies and therefore add less movies to their
wish lists compared to low Openness users. Because curiosity is characteristic of Openness
users, we expect them to visit more movie detail pages.
O1: Openness is positively correlated with likelihood of retention.
O2: Openness is negatively correlated with time investment per session.
O3: Openness is positively correlated with tagging movies.
O4: Openness is negatively correlated with wishlisting movies.
O5: Openness is positively correlated with visiting movie detail pages.
5We do not state all the possible combinations of hypotheses for each personality type because nothing
we know of their nature suggests an expected behavior for certain actions for some personality types
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4.3.2 Hypotheses for Conscientiousness:
Because Conscientiousness is characterized by self-discipline and planned behavior, we
expect high conscientious users to be more judicious with the amount of time they spend
on a site aimed at entertainment. So, we expect lower activity and lower number of movie
detail views from high Conscientiousness users who are less spontaneous and easy-going.
Prior work [HP13] found evidence for negative correlation between Conscientiousness and
rating items, and Conscientiousness and ability to undertake difficult activities. So, we have
the following hypotheses in relation to Conscientiousness:
C1: Conscientiousness is negatively correlated with likelihood of retention.
C2: Conscientiousness is negatively correlated with time investment per session.
C3: Conscientiousness is negatively correlated with rating movies.
C4: Conscientiousness is negatively correlated with tagging movies.
C5: Conscientiousness is negatively correlated with wishlisting movies.
C6: Conscientiousness is negatively correlated with visiting movie detail pages.
C7: Conscientiousness is negatively correlated with aggregate activity per session.
4.3.3 Hypotheses for Extroversion:
Prior work suggests that extroverts primarily enjoy environments which stimulate them and
so would show positive associations in online environments that are social, and help them
network or compete with others, but otherwise have negative correlations with online ac-
tivity in standalone systems like MovieLens. So we make the following hypotheses:
E1: Extroversion is negatively correlated with likelihood of retention.
E2: Extroversion is negatively correlated with time investment per session.
E3: Extroversion is negatively correlated with rating movies.
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E4: Extroversion is negatively correlated with tagging movies.
E5: Extroversion is negatively correlated with wishlisting movies.
E6: Extroversion is negatively correlated with visiting movie detail pages.
E7: Extroversion is negatively correlated with aggregate activity per session.
4.3.4 Hypotheses for Agreeableness:
Because high Agreeableness is associated with a tendency to trust others [JI02], we expect
more consumption behavior from high Agreeableness users. Because low Agreeableness
persons tend to exercise their authority over others, we expect them to actively critique
and thus contribute to activities such as rating and tagging movies. Since MovieLens is
primarily a rating system, we expect low Agreeableness users to stay longer and offer their
critiques. So, we have the following hypotheses in relation to Agreeableness:
A1: Agreeableness is negatively correlated with likelihood of retention.
A2: Agreeableness is negatively correlated with time investment per session.
A3: Agreeableness is negatively correlated with rating movies.
A4: Agreeableness is negatively correlated with tagging movies.
4.3.5 Hypotheses for Neuroticism:
Neuroticism is associated with insecurity and loneliness and a tendency to seek a sense of
belonging. So prior work found Neuroticism to be positively related to time spent on social
networks and sites with leisure activities such as playing games or watching movies. Since
MovieLens is only a movie recommender, we don’t necessarily expect any relation to time
spent online. Since high Neuroticism users are insecure, there may be a tendency to exercise
their opinion on a group of people. So we expect positive correlation with activities such
as rating and tagging which annotate the system’s items. Since high Neuroticism users
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often change their mood, it may be hard to understand their wishlisting behavior and we
hypothesize that low Neuroticism users or emotionally stable users have higher activity on
tasks such as wishlisting movies. High Neuroticism users are known to be not good at
information-seeking, a behavior that may be likely due to their inability to trust any source
of information [AHWF02, TB01]. We, therefore, expect negative correlation to browsing
pages about movie details:
N1: Neuroticism is positively correlated with rating movies.
N2: Neuroticism is positively correlated with tagging movies.
N3: Neuroticism is negatively correlated with wishlisting movies.
N4: Neuroticism is negatively correlated with visiting movie detail pages.
4.5 Method
To validate the hypotheses, we compute several metrics at several points in time. Due to
space constraints, we report only a few of them that typified our results in this paper. We
use the term ‘session’ to mean a normal login period that begins with the user signing in and
ends with the user logging out or with the expiration of the cookie. However, since most
users multitask (use multiple tabs and switch between them), they make it harder to record
their true session length as there is no explicit logout action in the MovieLens data log.
So we computed session lengths explicitly as the differences between their first recorded
activity and their last recorded activity per unique session ID. The samples in the low and
high groups, although independent are not necessarily normally distributed. So, we use the
Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney-test to determine whether the users in the low and the high per-
sonality type groups differ significantly in terms of their behavior in relation to the metrics
listed in the research questions section. In the cases where one of the groups has a lot of
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zeros for the metric under consideration (this is mostly the case with the number of tags or
the number of movies the user adds to their wishlist), we step away from comparing low
and high personality groups and use the personality scores on the original 1-7 scale. We
employ the Poisson, Negative Binomial, Zero-inflated Poisson, or Zero-inflated Negative
Binomial models, as appropriate, subsequently testing the assumptions for each, to draw
conclusions about effect sizes. Our interpretations will therefore follow two different pat-
terns, one directly making a comparison between high and low personality type and the
other talking about the change in the metric score associated with an increase/decrease in
the particular personality score. We report results that are significant (at 0.05 level) and
marginally significant (at 0.1 level) in the Results section.
4.6 Results
First we combine the findings for the three research questions and report the results grouped
by each personality type.
In Table 4.2, we report the five summary statistics for some of the measures we use in
the results section. In this table, the minimum values for first return time and average return
time are zero. Return times have been computed by subtracting the beginning time of a
session from the ending time of the previous session. However, a very small proportion
of users logged in simultaneously from another device while using MovieLens from one
device and for these cases, our approach yields negative return times. In order to resolve
this issue, we consider these users to return in “no time” and assign zeros. Also, 44 users
did not return after the first session. We exclude these users for the results reported on
first and average return times. The user who had the longest inter-session time had only
2 sessions resulting in the same maximum value of 10190000 sec for average return time
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Metric Min 1st Q Med 3rd Q Max
Metrics related to newcomer retention (RQ1)
No. of sessions during first month 1 2 5 11 120
No. of sessions during first four months 1 3 7 19 451
Return time for second session (sec) 0 8863 54960 253500 10190k
Avg. return time between sessions (sec) 0 151200 334000 780700 10190k
Metrics related to newcomer investment (RQ2)
First session length (sec) 19 860 1945 3907 35860
Avg. session length (sec) 45.25 587.8 963.9 1456 7218
Metrics related to newcomer intensity of engagement (RQ3)
No. of ratings in first session 0 28 62 430 430
Total no. of movie detail page views in 1st session 1 18 41 87 1753
Total no. of activities during first session 1 59 119 250 3143
Total no. of ratings for the first four months 0 61 143 305 6364
Total no. of activities for the first four months 1 158 352 731 9833
Total no. of movie detail views for the 1st 4 months 1 65 162 360 4689
Avg. no. of ratings/session during the 1st 4 months 0 8 16 35 516
Avg. no. of movie detail page views/session 1 11 18 31 266
Avg. no. of activities/session 1 22 39 74 679
Table 4.2: Summary Statistics for some of the metrics.
between sessions and return time for second session.
4.6.1 Openness
We find a trend of high Openness users having a 21% higher odds of returning for the fifth
session compared to low Openness users (p < 0.14). We also find a trend of high Openness
users having sessions that are 7.2 minutes shorter than low Openness users during the first
session (p < 0.1). A unit increase in Openness score on the scale ranging from 1 to 7 is
associated with a 21% increase in the expected number of tags from them during the first
session (p < 0.05) and a 28.3% increase in the expected number of tags from them per
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session on an average for all the sessions during the first four months (p < 0.05) supporting
our hypothesis O3. We also find that a unit increase in Openness score on the scale ranging
from 1 to 7 is associated with a 156% increase in the odds of producing both nonzero ratings
as well as tags on the aggregate during the four month period (p < 0.05) and a 177% increase
in the odds of producing both nonzero ratings aswell as tags per session on an average during
the first four months (p < 0.05). We find a trend of high Openness users adding an average
of 58.4% of total number of movies added by low Openness users to their wish lists during
the first session (p < 0.1).
Table 4.3: Summary of findings (selected results listed for each hypothesis).
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4.6.2 Conscientiousness
We find that low Conscientiousness users return by a median of 39.2 hours earlier for the
next session on an average for all session return times during the first four months (p < 0.05)
and also a trend of returning 5.4 hours earlier for the second session (p < 0.1) compared
to high Conscientiousness users supporting our hypothesis C1 that low Conscientiousness
users show more likelihood of retention compared to their counterparts. We find that low
Conscientiousness users last longer per session by a median of 8.6 minutes on an average
for all sessions during the first four months compared to high Conscientiousness users (p <
0.05) confirming our hypothesis C2 on time investment per session. LowConscientiousness
users rate a median of 42 more movies during the first session (p < 0.05), 7 more movies
on an average per session for all sessions (p < 0.05) and 63 more movies on the aggregate
for the first four months (p < 0.05) compared to high Conscientiousness users. These find-
ings support our hypothesis C3 on rating movies. We do not find statistically significant
difference between number of tags produced by users in the high and low Conscientious-
ness groups. A unit increase in Conscientiousness is associated with a 13% decrease in the
number of movies wishlisted on an average per session for all sessions (p < 0.05) supporting
our hypothesis C5. We find a trend of low Conscientiousness users viewing a median of 15
additional movie detail pages during the first session (p < 0.1) and a statistically significant
median of 8 additional movie detail pages per session on an average for all sessions during
the first four months (p < 0.05) compared to their counterparts. This supports our hypoth-
esis C6 on visiting movie detail pages. We find that low Conscientiousness users perform
a median of 65 more activities during the first session (p < 0.05), 18 more activities on an
average per session for all sessions (p < 0.05) and a trend of 121 more activities on the ag-
gregate for the first four months (p < 0.1) compared to high Conscientiousness users. These
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findings support our hypothesis C7 on overall activeness of low Conscientiousness users.
4.6.3 Extroversion
Introverts visit more frequently by a median of 1 additional session during the first month
(p < 0.05). We also find a trend of introverts visiting more frequently by a median of 1
additional session on the aggregate four month period (p < 0.1) compared to extroverts.
Introverts have 34.5% higher odds of returning for the fifth session (p < 0.05) and 33.5%
higher odds of returning for the tenth session (p < 0.05) compared to extroverts. We find
a trend of Introverts returning a median of 3.2 hours earlier than extroverts for a second
session (p < 0.1). All these confirm our hypothesis E1 that Introverts are more likely to
retain in the community compared to extroverts. Introverts last for a median of 215 seconds
more on an average per session for all sessions during the first four months compared to
extroverts, supporting our hypothesis E2 on investment. Introverts rate a median of 26
more movies during the first session (p < 0.05) and 52 more movies on the aggregate for
the first four months (p < 0.05) compared to extroverts, supporting our hypothesis E3 on
relationship between Extroversion and rating movies. A unit increase in Extroversion on
the score ranging from 1 to 7 is associated with a 40% decrease in the expected number of
tags during the first session (p < 0.05) and a 29% decrease in the expected number of tags
per session on an average for all the sessions during the 4 month period (p < 0.05). These
findings support E4. We find a trend of Extroverts wishlisting an average of about 55.4%
of the total number of movies wishlisted by Introverts during the first session (p < 0.1) and
Introverts wishlisting a median of 1 additional movie on the aggregate during the entire four
month period compared to extroverts (p < 0.1). Introverts view a median of 30 additional
movie detail pages during the first session (p < 0.05), 6 additional movie detail pages on
an average per session for all sessions (p < 0.05) and 81 additional movie detail pages on
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the aggregate for the first four months (p < 0.05) compared to extroverts supporting our
hypothesis E6. Introverts perform a median of 67 additional activities (p < 0.05) during the
first session, 10 additional activities per session on an average for all sessions during the
first four months (p < 0.05) and 156 additional activities on the aggregate for the first four
months (p < 0.05) compared to extroverts, supporting our hypothesis E7.
4.6.4 Agreeableness
Low Agreeableness users show a trend of visiting more frequently (by a median of 3 ses-
sions more) during the first month (p < 0.1) and having a 35% higher odds of returning for
the fifth session (p < 0.1) compared with high Agreeableness users. We find that low Agree-
ableness users return for the second session 4.7 hours earlier than high Agreeableness users
(p < 0.05). We find a trend of low Agreeableness users rating a median of 25 more movies
during the first session (p < 0.1) and a median of 45 additional movies on the aggregate dur-
ing the first four months (p < 0.1) compared to high Agreeableness users. A unit increase
in Agreeableness is found to be associated with a 24.3% increase in the expected number of
tags per session on average for all sessions during the first four months (p < 0.05). Here we
find a direction opposite to the assertion we made for hypothesis A4. One reason for this
might be that these users are mostly producing tags similar to what others have produced
before just by adding existing tags, which is characteristic of Agreeableness users (to agree
with others). This may also be a reason why we do not find any statistically significant
relationship between Agreeableness and early time investment. Both high and low Agree-
ableness users might be investing in different activities (rating and tagging). Bachrach et al
(2012) find Agreeableness to be a hard trait to predict using Facebook profile features and
report very low R 2 for their model (0.01) [BKG+12]. Others[BM91, MG14] do not find
any relationship between Agreeableness and internet use. So, it is not surprising that many
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of our results are only significant at 0.1 instead of 0.05.
4.6.5 Neuroticism
We find a trend of a unit increase in Neuroticism being associated with a 61.5% increase in
the odds of having both nonzero ratings and tags per session on an average during the first
four months (p < 0.1). A unit increase in Neuroticism on scale with scores ranging from 1 to
7 is associated with a 16.5% increase in the expected number of tags during the first session
(p < 0.05). This finding supports our assertion in hypothesis N2 on the relationship between
Neuroticism and tagging activity. A unit increase in Neuroticism is found to be associated
with an average decrease of 26.4% in the number of movies wishlisted per session for all
sessions during the first four months (p < 0.05). LowNeuroticism users wishlist a median of
2 additional movies on the aggregate for the first four months compared to high Neuroticism
users (p 0.05). These findings support our hypothesis N3. We do not find any statistically
significant results to support our assertion on visiting movie detail pages. This may again
be due to opposite behaviors on rating and tagging, and wishlisting.
We summarize and report selected findings grouped by the research questions in Table
4.3.
4.7 Discussion
The above results suggest that different personality types use the system differently. Specif-
ically, we find that users with certain personality types (low Extroversion, low Agreeable-
ness) have a higher likelihood of returning to the community compared to their counterparts;
users with certain other personality types (low Extroversion and low Conscientiousness) are
more active in a system like MovieLens compared with their counterparts; users with some
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other personality types show different activity preferences (low Agreeableness users are
more likely to rate and high Agreeableness users are more likely to tag); and low and high
personality types can show a preference towards consumption vs contribution (ex: high
Openness users and high Neuroticism users contribute more compared to their counter-
parts). All in all, our results show that the challenges of newcomer churn and activity levels
can be approached by making use of their personality information.
Implications
Our findings show that there is value in using a stable trait such as personality in deciding
how to adapt a recommender system and customize interaction for specific personality types,
which features to present to them or how to nudge them towards various existing features,
who to recruit at cold-start (e.g., personality types that contribute more annotations), who
to recruit for specific tasks (e.g., rating vs tagging), whether to invest particular efforts in
them, or how to retain them.
4.8 Limitations and Future Work
In this paper, we investigate the relationship between newcomer retention and activity, and
their personality. We expand the theory on personality traits and online behavior by con-
tributing our hypotheses and findings of user activity in one recommender system, Movie-
Lens.
4.8.1 Limitations
MovieLens has the common features of a standalone recommender system with primarily
anonymous features. It is not representative of all recommender systems. In particular, it is
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not a social system. There are limitations in the kind of data that we have and the kind of
activities people can do on MovieLens.
4.8.2 Future Work
One future direction would be to exploit this idea in a wider variety of systems (e.g., that are
not standalone, or thosewhich are not anonymous) with different types of social affordances.
High Conscientiousness users might use Amazon differently. Extroverts might use social
systems differently. We leave all such investigations to future work.
There is also future work to be done in customizing the interface to match personality
where it is known. Tkalcic and Chen [TC15] explore other ways in which personality can be
used to improve performance of recommender systems such as determining whether or not
to present novel, diverse items, improving performance of collaborative filtering algorithms,
improving group recommendations and so forth. We focus here on issues of newcomer
retention and feature usage which were not explored earlier using personality, but we wish
to explore some of these in future.
We had few low Openness users in our dataset. So, in order to explore the effects of
Openness trait in a useful way, we set a different lower threshold for Openness. Future
work should explore whether finding few low Openness users is endemic to recommender
systems or just an artifact of MovieLens. Also, in this work we analyzed personality traits in
isolation from each other based on their theoretical independence. Future work, however,
should explore ways in which the combination of traits found in each individual can be
used to look at relationships with user retention, investment, intensity of engagement, and
distribution of activity in various domains.
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Chapter 5
Effects of Community Level factors
5.1 Introduction
In order to understand community level factors that affect retention and productivity of
newcomers, we look at user logs of new developer collaborations on projects from GitHub,
a community for developers who come together to collaborate on projects.
Traditionally, developer collaboration among distributed teams in enterprises was chal-
lenging. First, developers could not work on new areas without invitations and were
typically assigned tasks to work on. Sometimes, they were even restricted to work
only on assigned tasks. This resulted in a lack of awareness of inter-dependencies and
changes outside their area of code [VKC10]. Second, there were communication break-
downs and code conflicts, which led to frequent build failures and longer resolution
times [CH13, CHC08, Her07]. Third, there were few central portals that recorded in-
dividual project activities. To overcome these challenges, many companies are increas-
ingly moving toward social coding environments such as GitHub within their enterprise
[KDB+15, Kno14, Met15, Pau15, Zak13].
Such collaboration tools have been known to lead to quicker release of products, prod-
ucts that are more reliable and feature-rich, and shorter lead time to fixes. For instance, in
2014, Google declares that because of such tools, over 15,000 of its engineers are able to
collaborate on more than 4,000 of its projects (services) executing about 800,000 builds a
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day, and deliver many reliable services to the world [MI14].
GitHub (https://github.com/), popular as a ”Facebook for programmers” [Wei15]
is one of the largest social coding platforms which facilitates developers’ collaboration on
projects. On GitHub, project activity updates are available on a public time line. Because
of this transparency, developers can browse through interesting projects, and bookmark
(watch) and receive updates from them. Developers on GitHub can also join and collaborate
on multiple projects simultaneously.
However, from an analysis of public GitHub projects, we find that there are some
projects that succeed in attracting a lot of watchers and developer collaboration, and there
are others that don’t. As enterprises are increasingly adopting environments like GitHub
as a common collaboration environment for source code projects, it becomes important to
gain a deeper understanding of when projects are likely to succeed in gaining popularity
and when developer collaborations sustain in these environments. Therefore, in this work,
we set out to understand what project characteristics are likely to attract developers to col-
laborate on them.
The number of watchers is an indication of the project’s quality level [BBS13, DSTH12,
VYW+15]. Early identification of project popularity (measured by number of watchers)
can have potential benefits for the enterprise such as cutting down further investment on
projects less likely to become popular and moving on, or identifying factors leading to such
low levels of popularity and guiding them toward attracting watchers and collaborators.
5.1.1 GitHub - The Platform
As developers constantly add new content, features or fix bugs, code changes occur. Version
control systems (VCSs) are systems that record such changes over time and are used to revert
to earlier versions if and when needed. Centralized Version Control Systems (CVCSs) store
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code centrally on a server allowing multiple developers to check out the code and make
changes. The risk however, is that, there is just a single point of failure. Distributed version
control systems (DVCSs) such as Git (http://git-scm.org) help deal with this issue
where each developer has a full copy of the entire code repository.
GitHub is a popular code hosting service for projects that primarily use Git as their VCS.
In addition, it provides social networking features that allow a community of developers to
collaborate and build the codebase. Using a process called forking, a developer can make
a clone of an entire repository of interest, make changes (called commits, which could be
proposed code changes, enhancements, or bug fixes) remotely, push changes to this local
repository and send a pull request back to the owner of the repository asking them to pull
these changes back into the original repository. Forks therefore represent copies of the main
codebase made at different points in time by different developers. The number of forks is
a rough indicator of the number of people intending to contribute to, or use parts of the
repository’s source code. An owner or core developer may review such requests and accept
only the proposed changes that they find useful. Any repository that is publicly available
within an organization can usually be watched or forked by anyone within that organization.
New features, enhancements, or bugs are typically logged as issues to be resolved. A
developermay assign issues to themselves or fellow developers working on the same project.
Developers involved in handling the issue converse with each other through issue comments,
although it is not uncommon to use an external platform for communication. Similarly,
when individual commits require discussion before being merged into the main codebase,
developers converse through commit comments. Watching is a term used for following the
project, and is a rough indicator of interest in the project. When a developer watches a
project, they receive updates on events such as issues, new commits or pull requests. Each
developer also maintains their own profile or home page which others can view to follow
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them and their activities.
5.2 Related Work and Hypotheses
In the context of Open Source Software (OSS) projects, it was found that the a project’s
environment affects the rate at which developers join it, as well as the likelihood that they
become its long-term contributors [ZM11, ZM12]. We therefore hypothesize that a project’s
environment is likely to affect its popularity. In this work, we characterize a project envi-
ronment as comprising four components - structure, people, activity and coordination.
Since watching a project indicates potential interest in its activity [DSTH12], prior work
used ‘number of watchers’on a project as a proxy for its popularity and quality. This was
also found to be highly correlated with ‘number of forks’[LRM14, SBK+14, VYW+15].
In a variety of online contexts (Facebook, MovieLens, Wikipedia, etc.), prior research
shows that specific goals are more likely to attract users to tasks than general goals [BKJ09,
LBL+05, ZKK12b]. In GitHub, this means that including the set of planned or desired
features in the project description is more likely to attract people to it than a general, rather
vague description of the project. GitHub developers typically record the structural features
in the forms of test cases [PSL+13] and non-bug issues [VYW+15] (issues that are not
related to bugs) and these have been used as proxies for the project’s interestingness in prior
work. Therefore, we hypothesize that the greater the number of non-bug issues and/or test
cases, the more interesting the project is (i.e., there is more information about the project’s
activities) and is therefore likely to become more popular (attract more watchers).
H1. Number of non-bug issues is positively related to project popularity.
Others [VKSL03] have found that the size of the developer community affects project
success. The number of core developers working on the project is correlated with the level
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of interest, the volume of activity, and the ability to handle the incoming volume of pull
requests [VYW+15, VKSL03]. In concert, these contribute to the project’s popularity
[MDH13]. While it was found in [BBS13, DSTH12] that users learn of interesting projects
by watching activity of users with high status, developer status did not affect their activ-
ity [LRM14]. Therefore, we hypothesize ‘number of developers with prior experience’as a
‘people’component affecting the quality of the project, and thus its popularity. Similarly,
we hypothesize ‘willingness to accept new changes’as a ‘coordination component’affecting
popularity.
H2. Number of developers with prior experience is positively related to project popu-
larity.
H3. Pull request acceptance rate (willingness) is positively related to project popularity.
In GitHub, the existence of extensive comments surrounding a commit indicates poten-
tial controversy about the commit. As most projects lack a formal documentation (many
have terse READMEs or Wikis which are automatically created by GitHub), developers
use attributes such as comments and developer activities [SBK+14] to learn more about
the project. They consider the amount [DSTH12] and frequency [SSC+14, TS10] of ac-
tivity in deciding which projects to contribute to. Also, commits, which characterize the
volume of activity, provide information on the developer’s intentions, the style and pace
of their coding, the contributors to the various parts of the code, and the progress of the
project through its various phases of development [DSTH12]. Based on these, we include
the number of commits, the number of commit comments and the frequency of commits as
the ‘activity’-based components in our analyses.
H4. Number of commits is positively related to popularity.
H5. Number of commit comments is positively related to popularity.
H6. Commit frequency is positively related to popularity.
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While some of these explore the impact of particular activities and behaviors based
on qualitative studies, they do not contemplate the interaction and relationship between
these factors. Prior research has shown that the early distribution of activity is indicative of
longevity and long term success [KNK16]. However, to our knowledge, there is no existing
research that makes use of a project’s early environment to predict its long-term popular-
ity. Also, much of prior work restricted their research to large and active GitHub projects
[Gou13, SBK+14]. Since most projects on GitHub are small and do not have many com-
mits [KGB+14], their findings may not generalize to these projects. In this work, we look
at several of these factors in conjunction and understand how they, based on the project’s
early time period, affect its eventual popularity. In our analysis, we also pick equal samples
of popular, moderately popular and less popular projects to complement the findings from
prior work.
5.3 Platform, Study Design and Methodology
5.3.1 GitHub
Typically, enterprises do not allow public access to their proprietary code repositories.
However, according to Kalliamvakou et al [KDB+15], enterprise projects have practices
very similar to OSS projects. We therefore use publicly available GitHub data to draw
conclusions for the enterprise context. GitHub has gained popularity as a tool for col-
laborative development (social coding) because its ease of use, low cost, and presence
of social features such as timelines, following, and trending projects. As of December,
2013, GitHub boasts more than 3.5 million users and 10 million repositories. Moreover, a
number of enterprises are also adopting GitHub for development within their organization
[KDB+15, Kno14, Met15, Pau15, Zak13].
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5.3.2 Dataset
Using a REST API, the GHTorrent Project [Gou13] periodically extracts project and de-
veloper activity data from GitHub’s public event timeline. Because GitHub disabled the
API end point for retrieving membership to organizations in November 2014, there are in-
consistencies in user activity timestamps in later dumps. We therefore use the MySQL
database dump of August 2014 for our study. The curated data consists of information on
users, projects, issues, commits and pull requests, issue comments, pull request comments
and commit comments produced by these developers from the beginning of their time in
GitHub. This forms our initial dataset. A full schema of the database is available in [Gou13].
5.3.3 Method
Language trends onGitHub reveal that certain languages are consistently popular during our
analysis period [La15]. We believe that projects belonging to other less popular languages
may not have much information particularly in the case of projects with very few watchers.
We further assume that the popular projects among the less popular languages may have
characteristics similar to popular projects in popular languages. We therefore consider only
projects implemented in the seven languages JavaScript, Java, Python, Ruby, C, C++ and
PHP in our analysis.
Because GitHub gained popularity recently, we select projects that were created no ear-
lier than January, 2012. Since wewant to assess project popularity (as the watcher count) af-
ter one year, we select projects with creation dates no later than June, 2013 (the last recorded
activity date in our dump is Aug 18, 2014). Accordingly, we end up with 152,147 projects
with at least two watchers from January 2012 to June 2013 and follow them through one
year and count their popularity, measured by number of watchers after one year.
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Based on prior work, we partition these projects into three classes: those with 2-9
watchers, those with 10-99 watchers and those with 100-999 watchers [BB14]. We ex-
clude projects with only one watcher as we assume that may be personal work which is
not intended to be shared. We also exclude the projects with a watcher count of more than
1000 as outliers. External factors such as advertisements of the projects on HackerNews,
etc. may have contributed to such popularity and it is challenging to analyze such factors.
Of the remaining projects, 101,733 have between 2-9 watchers, 26,246 have between 10-99
watchers and 1,948 have between 100-999 watchers. From each of the three classes, we
pick random samples of 1,500 projects each, and assemble a dataset of 4,500 projects for
answering our first research question.
Less popular projects suffer from low activity levels and have lesser numbers of devel-
opers as well. We therefore wish to avoid the effect of project popularity as a factor in our
analysis for the second research question. So, we pick the 73,490 users belonging to the
class of projects with more than 100 watchers for answering our second research question.
5.4 Results and Discussion
RQ1. Do early characteristics of a project relate to its long-term popularity? If so, how?
In order to answer this question, we plot the number of watchers as a function of week
from project creation. We observe that the number of watchers start differing widely from
as early as 10 weeks for projects belonging to each of these three classes and different lan-
guages. We therefore fix the early period to 3 months for all the 4,500 projects. Based
on related work and hypotheses H1 through H6, we consider the following characteristics
during this period for all projects - structural (number of non-bug issues), people (num-
ber of developers with prior experience in GitHub), activity (number of commits, number
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of commit comments, frequency of commits) and coordination (willingness to accept pull
requests) as predictors.
Predictors:
Number of non-bug issues: We use the number of non-bug issues as a structural aspect
of early project environment based on [40]. In order to identify the number of non-bug
issues in the first three months, we use regular expressions that eliminate issues with words
‘bug’, ‘wontfix’, ‘fix’, ‘issue’, ‘error’and ‘invalid’in the issue’s title.
Number of core developers: In order to get a more accurate representation of core de-
velopers, prior work considers core developers to be those who have direct commit access
to the master repository and those who can merge pull requests into the master repository
[Gou13]. We characterize them similarly and consider core developers during the first three
months.
Number of experienced developers: is the total number of core developers with prior
experience in GitHub who made contributions during the first three months. We measure
prior experience in terms of presence of at least one prior commit in GitHub.
(Including both variables - # core developers and # experienced developers in our mod-
els, we found that the # core developers variable did not prove to be a useful and significant
predictor in the presence of # experienced developers due to their correlation.)
Number of commits: is the total number of commits made by various developers in the
project during the first three months from its creation.
Number of commit comments: is the total number of commit comments made by vari-
ous developers in the project during the first three months from its creation.
Frequency of commits: is the median value of the time between two subsequent com-
mits in the project during the first three months from its creation.
Willingness to accept PRs: This is the ratio number of pull requests accepted/merged
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out of the total number received.
Language: Because project popularity may vary by language, we include this in addition
to the above predictors in our models.
Response:
Our response variable is the number of watchers for the project at the end of one year.
Analysis and Evaluation:
Note that most of our predictors as well as our response variable are counts. Generalized
linear models such as Poisson Regression models or Negative Binomial Regression mod-
els are used to model non-negative integer responses and would therefore be appropriate
for modeling this kind of data. Our data is also characterized by over-dispersion (i.e., the
variance is much higher than the mean) in some of the variables, particularly the response.
Therefore, Negative Binomial Regression would be most appropriate [BM16].
The model’s fitness to the data can be determined either by comparing actual values
with the predicted values using the model, or by comparing the model with other compet-
ing models [BM16]. Comparison with competing models seems more appropriate in this
context since the outcomes are over-dispersed counts. We use the Akaike Information Crite-
rion (AIC) to evaluate the goodness of fit for each of these models. AIC rewards goodness
of fit of the model to the data, while penalizing complexity (i.e, more predictors). AICs
are always compared with each other and individual AIC magnitudes are not interpreted
by themselves as they are affected greatly by sample size. In general, the smaller the AIC
among a set of candidate competing models, the better the model.
Using the predictors above, we consider thirteen candidate models by sequentially in-
cluding predictors related to structure, activity, coordination and people. Parameters are
mean-centered as and when necessary. The parameters included in a particular model along
with the model’s corresponding AIC values are listed in Table 5.1. From the set of candi-
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M. No. Parameters included AIC
1 Non-bug issues 47246
2 Non-bug issues, commit comments 47239
3 Non-bug issues, commit comments, language 47127
4 Commits, commit frequency 47187
5 Non-bug issues, commits, commit comments, commit frequency 47172
6 Non-bug issues, commits, commit comments, commit frequency,
language
47031
7 Non-bug issues, commits, commit comments, commit frequency,
willingness
46440
8 Non-bug issues, commits, commit comments, commit frequency,
willingness, language
46277
9 Non-bug issues, commits, commit comments, commit frequency,
willingness, prior exp. users
46415
10 Non-bug issues, commits, commit frequency, willingness, prior exp.
users, language
46247
11 Non-bug issues, commits, commit comments, commit frequency,
willingness, prior exp. users
47006
12 Non-bug issues, commits, commit comments, commit frequency,
prior exp. users, language
46850
13 Commits, commit frequency, willingness, prior exp. users, language 46249
Table 5.1: Models considered for determining project popularity from early project characteristics.
date models in Table 5.1, we see that models 10 and 13 seem to have the lowest AIC with
model 10 having the additional factor ‘non-bug issues’. Although this factor does not have
a large effect size (see Table 5.2) and has little impact on the model, we decide to use the
effect sizes for model 10 for interpretation for, it has the lowest AIC. The values are shown
in Table 5.2.
From Table 5.2, we see that language, number of users with prior experience in GitHub
(priorExp) and willingness to accept new pull requests (willingness) affect popularity
with significant large effect sizes. Number of commits (numCommits) affects popularity but
is only marginally significant. Commit frequency (commitFreq) and number of non-bug
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Parameter Coeff (Std. Error) significance
(Intercept) 3.926 (0.077) ***
langC++ 0.114 (0.118)
langJava 0.049 (0.098)
langJavaScript 0.638 (0.084) ***
langPHP -0.046 (0.097)
langPython 0.211 (0.093) *
langRuby 0.292 (0.094) **
priorExp 0.057 (0.001) ***
numNonbug 0.0003 (0.0001) **
numCommits 0.00008 (0.00005) .
commitFreq 1.6e-06 (4.2e-07) ***
willingness 1.222 (0.047) ***
Table 5.2: Output of the Negative Binomial regression model predicting project popularity at the
end of one year with ‘C’as the reference level for language. (p < 0.001: *** p < 0.01: ** p < 0.05:
*)
issues (numNonbug) significantly affect popularity, but the effect sizes are too small to be
of practical value. The coefficients in a Negative Binomial regression model do not have
a simple linear interpretation. They have an additive effect for the response variable in the
logarithmic scale and a multiplicative effect for the response variable in its linear form.
The individual coefficients need to be exponentiated to interpret them. For instance, the
variable priorExp has a coefficient of 0.057. This means that a unit increase in the number
of developers with prior experience is associated with a 0.057 increase in the expected log
count of number of watchers. Putting it differently, this means that there is a exp(0.057) =
1.06 times the number of watchers or a 6% increase in the number of watchers.
All in all, our findings indicate that the presence of each additional developer with prior
development experience (priorExp) in GitHub is associated with 6%more watchers, and, a
unit increase in the proportion of pull requests accepted (willingness) is associated with a
240% increase in the number of watchers. We separate the effect of language on popularity
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Lang1 Lang2 % greater significance
JavaScript C 89.7% ***
JavaScript C++ 68.8% ***
JavaScript Java 80.3% ***
JavaScript PHP 98.1% ***
JavaScript Python 53.3% ***
JavaScript Ruby 41.4% ***
Python C 20% *
Python Java 17.4% *
Python PHP 29.3% **
Ruby C 40% **
Ruby Java 27.1% **
Ruby PHP 40.2% ***
Table 5.3: Table showing % by which number of watchers in language 2 are greater than language
1 at the end of one year. (p < 0.001: *** p < 0.01: ** p < 0.05: *)
into Table 5.3. The data shown in Table 5.2 is the output of the regression model that takes
C as the reference level for language. By changing the reference level to other languages
in turn, we re-run the regression seven times in order to generate differences in number of
watchers between projects belonging to different pairs of languages. A further elaboration
on how popularity varies by language is shown in 5.3.
Table 5.1 includes significant differences in number of watchers at the end of one year
in projects belonging to different languages. The ‘% greater‘ column shows by how much
the number of watchers in language 1 is more than language 2 at the end of one year. For
example, JavaScript has 89.7% more watchers at the end of one year compared to C, and
Python has 20% more watchers at the end of one year compared to C. Others in the table
follow similar interpretation. The numbers themselves may not be important, for they may
vary over time. However, the essence is that projects belonging to different languages attract
varying numbers of watchers.
Discussion:
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We only find trend evidence for hypotheses H1, H4, H5 and H6 due to small and/or
marginally significant effect sizes. It is likely that features are documented in other ways
such as in README files and number of non-bug issues may not be representative of the
project’s features. Number of commit comments is not part of the model under considera-
tion. Because most projects on GitHub are small, the number (and frequency) of commits is
less. So, it makes sense to see small and/or marginally significant effect sizes for these two
variables. We accept hypotheses H2 and H3 due to their large and statistically significant
effect sizes from Table 2. We conclude that early characteristics (in our case, project char-
acteristics in the first three months) such as number of prior experienced developers, rate at
which pull requests are accepted and language do affect long-term popularity (number of
watchers after one year). This means that if a project is low in its popularity, recruiting ex-
perienced developers into the team is likely to raise the popularity. Similarly, if a project’s
acceptance rate of pull requests is low, one might evaluate factors leading to it and try to
increase the acceptance rate to see an associated increase in the project’s popularity. The
choice of language may be dependent on the nature of the end product. The projects that use
less popular languages may benefit from additional experienced developers to better handle
the volume of pull requests.
5.5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we investigate early factors leading to a project’s long-term popularity and de-
veloper commitment in GitHub. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to make
use of early factors from a project’s environment to predict longer term success in collabo-
rations in the context of social coding environments. Also, this is the first work examining
a number of these factors in conjunction. We identify factors based on correlations and
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qualitative studies from prior research and build models using these factors for predicting
projects that succeed and those that fail in attracting watchers. Our findings indicate that
the choice of primary language of development, number of experienced developers and rate
at which pull requests get accepted during the first three month period are indicative of the
project’s long-term popularity.
5.5.1 Limitations and Future Work
In this work, we limit our analyses to seven languages that remain consistently popular dur-
ing our analysis period. Future work may study these effects by including projects that use
other languages. Due to resource limitations, we were unable to download all the commits
and extract features based on test cases, code written, style, etc. Future work should explore
some of these features and consider building models that include these.
Watchers on a project include people who are interested in the project as the end product.
It is likely that factors such as presence of instructions for installing, configuring and running
the code, license/copyright information, names and brief descriptions of all sub-modules
/ libraries of the project, information on troubleshooting, contact information (email ad-
dresses, website, etc) may affect the project’s popularity. Future work should consider in-
cluding some of these features under structural aspects, and see how they might affect the
models.
Developers join projects for variety a of other reasons such as an interest in the end
product, building reputation, learning new technologies and so on [LW03, LH03]. While
we cannot directly obtain this information without interviewing/surveying, prior research
shows that incoming developers decide whether a project helps them accomplish these
goals using their social contacts [GUSA05, HMZ08, US05]. Also, with prior contacts,
the greater level of mutual trust and familiarity with each other’s expertise leads to suc-
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cess in terms of achieving better coordination, complementing expertise of each other
[FS00, MT06], greater efficiency and decision making [HPB98]. A number of works also
show that prior social ties play a key role in acceptance of contributions of new developers
[DSTH12, MDH13, PSL+13, TDH14, YWF+15]. Future work should therefore include
models encompassing the number and degree of social connections of these developers as
well in predicting their commitment.
Our work is a preliminary attempt in the direction of using early activity to predict long-
term popularity and developer commitment in GitHub. We therefore limited our analyses
to fixing the initial period at three months for RQ1 and one week for RQ2. Future work
should explore how varying these time periods affects the respective outcomes. Also, a
more thorough understanding based on investigations conducted on similar other platforms




Effects of Prior Experience
6.1 Introduction
Volunteer groups have existed for a long time in settings such as local non-profits, NGOs,
and charity organizations. The explosive growth of computer technology and near-universal
access to the Internet have enabled the growth of new forms of volunteer contributions
and groups at unprecedented scales. Examples include Wikipedia, OpenStreetMap, Open
Source Software projects, product review forums, technical Q&A sites, citizen science
projects, and online fund-raising, to name but a few. Bringing in people who actually do
work and stick around long enough is a common problem to all these groups.
It is also common for volunteers in these groups to come in with varying levels of
prior experience that shapes their activity in the group and perhaps, their success within the
group. Prior work on new volunteer retention and productivity in online and offline groups,
however, suggests that the effect of prior experience1on newcomer success is complicated,
with some studies showing positive effects [BF05, BK08, MGMZ13, MHE+10, WTWT15]
and others indicating negative ones [COK14, Deu59, LaR09]. Because prior experience is
something that is usually visible and can be objectively measured, it is both theoretically
and practically important to understand how what volunteers carry from their prior work
experience affects their performance in the context of a new group. In this paper, we want
1A version of this work was published as: Karumur, R.P., Yu, B., Zhu, H. and Konstan, J.A., 2018, April.
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to unpack prior experience and resolve conflicts in prior work. We, therefore, ask the fol-
lowing Research Question:
How does a new volunteer’s prior experience affect their early retention and produc-
tivity in the group they join?
To answer this question, we review prior literature and identify three types of prior
experience: (i) generalized prior work-productivity experience, which is prior experience
associated with normal production activities (i.e., non-leadership activities) in other similar
volunteer groups, (ii) prior leadership experience, which is the experience of organizing
activities and managing people in other volunteer groups, and (iii) localized prior work-
productivity experience, which is the amount of work a volunteer would invest in a group
before joining the group (in other words, the “internship” experience). Because early iden-
tification of group failures can help community moderators intervene in a timely manner
and shape the group for success [KNK16], we identify two early outcomes: retention and
productivity at the end of the first quarter after joining a group.
We explore the effects of prior experience in the specific context of WikiProjects.
WikiProjects are subgroups in Wikipedia, which are intended to help organize volunteer
effort around building and improving articles in specific topic areas. WikiProjects often
share structure and volunteer membership. Additionally, the volunteers’ editing records on
Wikipedia are visible to the public, which gives us an opportunity to explore whether and
how their prior record is predictive of future contributions to a group they join.
Our findings, indeed, show mixed effects of prior experience on retention and produc-
tivity in the group they join:
Content is King, Leadership Lags: Effects of Prior Experience on Newcomer Retention and Productivity in
Online Production Groups. In Proceedings of the 2018 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing
Systems (p. 506). ACM. [KYZK18]
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• Generalized prior work-productivity experience is positively associatedwith retention
but negatively associated with productivity.
• Prior leadership experience is negatively associated with both retention and produc-
tivity.
• Localized prior work-productivity experience is positively associated with both re-
tention and productivity within that focal project.
Using our findings, we hope to advance knowledge about the behavior of members in
online production groups, the nuanced effects of prior experience, and inform the designs of
early interventions aimed at shaping group success in online social collaborative knowledge
systems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss the the-
ory and hypotheses concerning retention, productivity, and prior experience within online
groups. We then discuss our platform, dataset, and study methodology. We state our re-
search methods and describe our findings followed by a brief discussion of the results. We
then conclude by discussing how prior experience may be more broadly effective in sup-
porting the design and management of online social collaborative knowledge systems.
6.2 Theory and Hypotheses
6.2.1 Retention and Productivity
A number of online groups face the problems of lack of early retention and productivity
from new users. 46% of members of guilds in World of Warcraft leave their group in less
than a month, migrating to other groups within the game [WDX+06]. On MovieLens, 60%
of new users do not come back after the first session [KNK16]. In The Pearl Open Source
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Development Project, more than half of the newly registered developers never showed up
after their first post [Duc05]. In Usenet groups, 68% of newcomers did not return after their
first post [ABJ+06]. Half of the social, hobby, and work mailing lists had no traffic over a
130-day period [But99] and even in active mailing lists, less than 50% of subscribers posted
even a single message in a 4-month period [But99].
Two outcome measures have been extensively studied in offline work groups as deter-
minants of group success: the member retention to contribute to the group effort, and the
quantity of work output [ABJ+06, CRR10].
Prior organizational science literature views the lack of volunteer retention from three
different perspectives [CT86, CHW05, QSTC14]. Because the online community literature
is generally in favor of sustaining a steady group of volunteers for continued production
[KRK+12], the first and more dominant view is about the negative effects of low retention
of volunteers. These include the loss of productive volunteers [Str90], the loss of social
capital [DS01, Hus95], the cost of training new, inexperienced volunteers [Dar90], and the
weakening of knowledge resources of the organization [Hus95] - all of which deplete the
available resources, disrupt the routines and established social ties, threaten the cognitive
structures, and the eventual sustainability of the group. The second view sees the positive
effect: helping screen out under-performing volunteers [KP85]. The third adopts a more
neutral view that suggests that new volunteers with new skills and knowledge replace those
who leave, maintaining the critical mass, and this may be optimal for organizational per-
formance [DS01]. To reconcile the above arguments, Hausknecht and Holwerda [HH13]
argue that the traditional, aggregated measures of volunteer dropouts such as turnover rates
hide variation in the key causal factors that predict retention and performance and so, the
specific details concerning who is being retained and who is not are more important than
the level of turnover itself [HT11]. As an example, the loss of a productive manager may
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be more damaging than the loss of an under-performing employee. Depending on these
details, the same level of retention could have different consequences [HT11, YWL+17].
While it is ideal that volunteer groups should achieve both retention and productiv-
ity simultaneously, often, there may be a tension between the two [Deu59, WCRR12].
For instance, it is likely that volunteers may “free-ride” i.e., stay but not contribute, in
some groups [AVF85]. Or, core members who take the lion’s share of workload may
eventually “burnout” and leave the group [BVDZLD07, CD93]. Or, core contributors
might feel they have accomplished their mission by contributing everything they know
and might stop contributing as further contribution may require more research and effort
[Tay09]. Or, the presence of multiple experienced core members with clashing interests
might lead to conflicts that can erode each others’ energy and enthusiasm causing them to
leave the group. Accordingly, prior research has examined a number of factors influenc-
ing productivity and retention in online production communities. Some of them include
members’ personality [KK16, KNK17], socialization tactics used [CAKL10, FDKP11,
FKPK12, FKL+12, KPK09], members’ ability to identify with and integrate into the group
[CFG13, RKK07, YRZ17], the diversity of the subgroups they belong to [CRR10], the
availability of activities to perform [KNK16], the leadership behaviors within the group
[ZKK12a], the feedback [ZZH+13], and the type and amount of social support they receive
[WKL12] from other members of the group.
There is also some work suggesting that prior experience is predictive of future retention
and productivity in groups [BK08, PHT09, PPET10, YRZ17]. However, a closer examina-
tion of the theory on retention of newcomers in offline and online groups suggests a more
complicated relationship of prior experience with retention and productivity, with some
types showing positive effects and others negative ones. And, to our knowledge, there is no
work that either makes a clear distinction between the various kinds of prior experience that
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a volunteer can potentially possess or draws any conclusions about them either individually
or together with other group and individual level factors. In this work, we treat prior expe-
rience more systematically and examine its effects on a new volunteer’s early retention and
productivity after they join a group.
6.2.2 Prior Experience
Because volunteers frequently move in and out of groups, it is useful to learn about the
impact their prior experience in other groups has on their retention and productivity in the
future groups they join.
Much of prior work in online communities suggests that prior experience has a pos-
itive impact on both the individuals and the communities as a whole. For example, the
theory on Legitimate Peripheral Participation (LPP) widely used to describe the newcomer
experience in online communities [BF05] suggests that newcomers’ initial peripheral par-
ticipation is important for them to be acquainted with the tasks, vocabulary, and organizing
principles of the community. Experience gained in using editing tools, organizing activi-
ties, and communicating and collaborating with other members could positively affect their
future performance. Also, prior experience is positively predictive of future productivity
and administrative behaviors [BK08, PHT09, PPET10, YRZ17].
On the other hand, research based on analysis of employee behavior in offline organiza-
tions suggests that prior experiencemight have a negative impact on people’s performance in
a new context. For example, experienced employees are also likely to leave due to mismatch
in expectations [DWR09, MG16], the need to suppress their perspectives [Bro15, COK14],
unfavorable group structures [MG16], or stress and exhaustion [CD93].
In this paper, we want to resolve the conflicts in prior work by unpacking prior experi-
ence. In online peer production groups, we identified three types of prior experience:
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(i) generalized prior work-productivity experience, which is generalized prior expe-
rience associated with normal content production in all the other similar volunteer groups.
(ii) prior leadership experience, which is prior experience associated with the tasks of
coordination and organization in other similar volunteer groups, and
(iii) localized prior work-productivity experience, which is the amount of work a
volunteer would invest in a group, as they identify with it, before joining the group.
It is unusual for volunteers to have leadership experience on a group before joining it
and so we do not consider the fourth kind of prior experience i.e., localized prior leadership
experience.
Based on prior literature in online and offline groups, we now propose hypotheses about
the primary effects of the different dimensions of prior experience.
6.2.3 Research Hypotheses
Effects of Generalized Prior Work-Productivity Experience
Prior work-productivity experience is usually positively associated with retention [BK08,
PHT09, PPET10, YRZ17] and the lack of it is associated with withdrawal [AF82, Art94,
GHG00]. However, prior work-productivity experience is also associated with a decrease
in productivity. A majority of workers in offline work groups eventually reach a plateau in
their contributions or decrease them [Stu03]. The initial motivation to produce more could
be the desire to learn or growwithin the organization [Kol99] and such a motivation may not
exist after they have accomplished their goals [Tay09]. For instance, in university settings,
faculty often shift their focus from research to administrative service work after promo-
tion to full-professorship [RR]. In online subgroups too, prior work has found that users’
motivations change as they become more engaged in the community [BF05]. The initial
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motivation could be the desire to contribute what they know or to gain reputation. With an
increase in contributions along with experience, they move into more caretaker roles. Ac-
cordingly, their contribution levels might change although they stick around. For instance,
individuals in the GNOME project2 increased their coordination work and decreased their
technical contributions to specific projects after moving to more lateral authority roles such
as board directors [DO11]. Members with such longer tenures tend to contribute less to sub-
groups and more to the larger community [WCRR12]. Some others who start strong, begin
to decline in their contributions later due to a potential buildup of stress and exhaustion
[CD93].
As we read these together, there is an interesting conflict. The more experienced some-
one is, the less likely they are to leave [BK08, PHT09, PPET10] but their contribution to an
individual workgroupwithin the organization is likely to decrease with change inmotivation
or roles [WCRR12, DO11, Stu03], buildup of stress and exhaustion [WCRR12, CD93] or
because they have contributed everything they know and accomplished their goals [Tay09].
We, therefore, believe that a change in motivation or roles that comes with experience is
likely to affect future productivity.
In order to test this, we frame the following two hypotheses regarding the effect of past
work productivity experience on future productivity and retention in the new online groups
they join within a larger online community:
Hypothesis 1a: Higher prior generalized work-productivity experience is associated
with greater retention in a focal group.
Hypothesis 1b: Higher prior generalized work-productivity experience is associated
with lesser work-productivity in a focal group.
2GNOME is a desktop environment composed of free and open-source software that runs on Linux and
most BSD derivatives, and the GNOME project refers to the community behind it which consists of all the
software developers, artists, writers, translators, other contributors, and active users of GNOME.
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Effects of Prior Leadership Experience
Broadly speaking, the prior literature suggests two perspectives to understanding the effects
of prior leadership experience on retention and productivity within groups.
The first perspective suggests that when members gain more leadership experience, they
are likely to be involved inmany interactions outside of the group, and these are likely to pull
them away from the focal subgroup [MPD92] affecting both their performance as well as
retention. As we have seen in the examples of faculty promotion to a full professorship and
individuals moving to administrative roles [DO11, RR], increase in administrative activities
and leadership behavior is strongly associated with a decrease in performance.
The second perspective suggests that leaders can find it challenging to adjust to a group
for various reasons. Prior work in online groups found that users’ perceptions of their roles
change as they become more engaged in the community [BF05]. Those who are power
users and administrators see themselves as caretakers, as leaders with an established repu-
tation, identities, organizational perspectives, mental models, and existing modes of prac-
tice. According to the Social Cognitive Theory (SCT), their self-efficacy (belief in one’s
capabilities and the ability to complete various actions [Ban97]) in tasks such as knowledge
sharing [EL00, HJYC07, LaR09] is high. And, the more familiar they are with a domain,
the higher their self-efficacy is [CLYL11]. When they join a new group, they usually also
carry their established reputation, mental models, organizational perspectives and modes
of practice from their previous groups [BH02, Bro15, CPVB06, GELA10, ZFBL09]. Of-
ten, existing members of a group vouch for native patterns and structures to protect na-
tive knowledge hierarchies and resist new, innovative ideas, differing practices, or past-
reputation-based leadership of these experienced folks until they establish their identities
independently in the new group [WTWT15]. As a result, for succeeding in their new role
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in the new group, they may need to modify or suppress their perspectives, innovations,
practices or role identities [Bro15, COK14]. Sometimes, their performance in the new role
may not match their prior performance, their own expectations, or the expectations of the
new group [DWR09, MG16]. At other times, the layers of structures, bureaucratic require-
ments, and oppositional rigidities in the new group may serve as barriers for their contri-
butions and practices and leave them frustrated [MG16]. Often, they themselves tend to
make judgments about the level of disparity that exists between their old and new settings,
colleagues, and practices [Kor09]. Certain of their attributes or practices may be opposi-
tional to the established knowledge and practice structures and frameworks in their new
setting [GELA10] and even generate counter-productive responses among new colleagues
[KMWRS13, MHE+10]. For instance, volunteers tended to get bolder and increased the
likelihood of having their work rejected [BF05, HKKR09] in Wikipedia.
Thus, prior leadership experience can create barriers to fit, adaptation and integration
[DWR09, Gro10]. Consequently, they often experience lesser satisfaction and high degrees
of frustration and conflict in their attempts to connect with others in a way similar to their
previous setting for needing support for their performance [Kor09]. In the online groups of
Wikipedia and del.icio.us, researchers find that there was a dramatic shift in workload from
power users to the common user [KCP+07]. We, therefore, posit that:
Hypothesis 2a: Higher prior leadership experience is associated with lesser retention
in a focal group.
Hypothesis 2b: Higher prior leadership experience is associated with lesser work pro-
ductivity in a focal group.
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Effects of Localized Prior Work-Productivity Experience
Prior research concerning the transition of potential members from outsiders to organiza-
tional members shows that volunteers who strongly identify with a topic area or a group
tend to more positively evaluate it, are willing to become more active, and exert more ef-
fort than those who don’t. And, as they become more active, they tend to contribute more
[RJ03, OICB89]. Also, during the evaluation period, those who see that the group fits their
needs join it and remain in it longer, whereas those who don’t see it as a fit leave (see
[KNK16] for a review). Thus, those who join after preliminary experience with a group
are likely to remain longer and contribute more. Similar research examining the hypothe-
ses concerning the effects of college internships on individuals shows a strong support for
future employment with the organization for individuals with internships [CB04, Tay88].
We therefore hypothesize:
Hypothesis 3a: Higher localized prior work-productivity experience is associated with
greater retention in the focal group.
Hypothesis 3b: Higher localized prior work-productivity experience is associated with
greater work productivity in the focal group.
It is unusual for volunteers to have leadership experience on a group before joining it





We study membership and editing contributions in Wikipedia through WikiProjects3.
Wikipedia is best known for its articles – community-edited pages devoted to specific topics
and collectively forming an encyclopedia – but it also has other pages devoted to collabora-
tion (talk pages and project pages), to people (editor pages), and to policies and guidelines.
Individual units of contribution are called edits, and such edits can be made on any of types
of page. Any internet user can contribute content to Wikipedia’s pages and is called an
editor.
WikiProjects are subgroups within Wikipedia where editors come together to improve
Wikipedia’s coverage of a particular topic. Usually, this is done by organizing a group of
related articles under one heading. A typical organization effort might include gathering
all pages related to a particular topic under one heading, expanding the content of these
articles, aligning articles to the same style of writing, and ensuring the articles meet certain
quality standards. A typical main page of a project called the project page includes a brief
description of the project and its scope, a list of members volunteering to contribute to the
project, the list of tasks to be done, and guidelines and policies adhering to which members
should work toward content production. Discussions regarding project maintenance and
resolution of issues within the broader scope of the project are done in dedicated pages
called project talk pages.
We choose WikiProjects as our research platform for three reasons. First, prior work
identified WikiProjects as an example of Ostrom’s nested organizational structures with
clear goals [FLB09]. Second, there is rich historical data available about editor activities in
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WikiProject
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Wikipedia as a whole as well as various WikiProjects which helps us explore the concept
of prior experience and design various metrics around it. Third, because WikiProjects span
a large topical scope, we feel conclusions drawn from WikiProjects are more likely to be
generalizable than those drawn from narrower communities such as health and technical
forums.
6.3.2 Dataset
We use the EnglishWikipedia data dump of June 2, 2015, downloaded from the site4 hosted
by the Wikimedia Foundation. The dump data contains the complete revision history of all
the pages in English Wikipedia. We use an open source Python package5 to pre-process the
dump files and extract the revision information stored in the HTML format. To construct
the WikiProjects for our analysis, we parse the project templates on articles’ talk pages
which included the information about whichWikiProjects an article belongs to. We include
articles that belonged to multiple WikiProjects in all those WikiProjects. This resulted in
an initial set of 1,949 WikiProjects. From these, we exclude projects that never grew to
more than three members (which is the minimum size of a group) as we want to understand
this in a collaborative context. Further, we exclude projects that are not related to specific
topics such as WikiProject: Articles for creation. This resulted in a final dataset of 1,054
WikiProjects.
Many editors edit the pages without being aware of any projects. So, it would not make
sense to look at edits to any page in the scope of the project randomly. Also, we want
to explore the notion of pre-joining contributions for which we want to explicitly identify




in projects are common in prior literature: declared membership, based on voluntary sign-
up on the project page, and participatory membership, where an editor is considered to
have joined a project when they made their first edit to either the project page or the project
talk page. Morgan et al. compared the two approaches and found no significant difference
[MGMZ13]. In this work, we choose the participatory approach. This yielded a total of
88,427 members of the projects in our sample (excluding the bots) who contributed a total
of 44,135,006 edits over 14 years.
6.3.3 Operationalization
Definition of Joining: In this work, we operationalize joining as the first explicit project or
project talk-page edit. This definition is not original to our work; it is used in prior work by
others including [UD10, YRZ17, ZKK12b].
Independent Variables
Generalized Prior Work-productivity Experience: We count the total number of edits an
editor made on the article (and the corresponding talk) pages in Wikipedia before joining
the focal project except edits on the focal project as their generalized prior work-productivity
experience as these represent efforts in individual article content production.
Prior Leadership Experience: We count the total number of edits an editor made on
the project pages and the corresponding talk pages in Wikipedia before joining the focal
project as their prior leadership experience as these represent organizational behavior at the
project level.
Localized Prior Work-productivity Experience: We count the total number of edits an
editor made on the main article pages and the corresponding talk pages of articles within
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the scope of the project before joining it as the localized prior work-productivity experience
as these represent efforts on content production for individual articles for a specific project.
The explicit joining action indicates the editor’s first point of awareness of a larger com-
munity of members and of a collection of pages beyond the page (or pages) they are edit-
ing. This is the point where they begin documented project-level collaborations and be-
gin exhibiting different behaviors with group members compared to non-group members
[MGMZ13]. Prior research shows that those that explicitly join groups share a strong sense
of group identity [RKK07], establish group norms and common repertoires [LW91], may
exhibit in-group favoritism [Duc05, WOI98], which non-members may not. We find that
even employees who join a company, despite interning many times, are considered new and
go through new-employee training. For all these reasons, we consider those with localized
experience also as newcomers.
Dependent Variables
Early identification of group failures can help community moderators intervene in a timely
manner and shape the group for success [KNK16]. And prior work that studied WikiPro-
jects longitudinally collected project-related measures for quarters i.e., 90-day periods, as a
quarter captures a regular editing cycle on Wikipedia [QSTC14, WCRR12]. Since we are
interested in studying the effects of prior experience on early retention and early productiv-
ity, we measure our response variables at the end of the first quarter for all the volunteers.
Early Retention: We measure this as a binary variable. Consistent with prior work
[YRZ17], we regard an editor as having withdrawn from a project if they have not made
any edits for a continuous six-month period at the end of the first quarter in any of the
article, the article talk pages, the project or the project talk pages.
Early Productivity: Wemeasure early productivity in terms of the number of edits made
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Descriptive Statistics
Variables Min 25%ile 50%ile Mean 75%ile Max
1. Project Scope 0 1016 5179 37455 18119 1143441
2. Project Size 0 65 194 482 517 5248
3. Project Age 0 22 47 52 77 167
4. Editor Tenure 0 3 16 26 39 165
5. Interest Match 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 1.0
6. No. of Simul Projects 0 1 5 39 22 1251
7. Prior Gen. Work Exp. 0 97 1664 17948 12418 1285322
8. Prior Leadership Exp. 0 0 6 209 94 23451
9. Prior Loc. Work Exp. 0 0 6 128 50 134810
Table 6.1: Descriptive Statistics of Variables.
Correlations
Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1. Project Scope 1.00
2. Project Size 0.41 1.00
3. Project Age 0.16 0.52 1.00
4. Editor Tenure -0.03 0.05 0.36 1.00
5. Interest Match 0.01 -0.04 -0.04 0.01 1.00
6. No. of Simul Projects -0.04 -0.09 0.01 0.18 -0.03 1.00
7. Prior Gen. Work Exp. -0.03 -0.04 0.11 0.37 -0.01 0.29 1.00
8. Prior Leadership Exp. -0.04 -0.06 0.04 0.25 -0.02 0.38 0.35 1.00
9. Prior Loc. Work Exp. 0.17 0.09 0.06 0.10 0.05 0.01 0.14 0.02 1.00
Table 6.2: Correlations of Variables.
[CRR10, KCP+07, KPK09,WCRR12, YRZ17] on all articles within the scope of the project
during the first quarter after joining.
Control Variables
Prior work shows that a number of other factors are likely to influence outcomes of mem-
bers’ successful collaborations in WikiProjects [CRR10, WCRR12, YRZ17]. We, there-
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fore, explore our three dimensions of prior experience along with all of these factors to see
if prior experience measures provide an additive value over these in determining early re-
tention and productivity of new volunteers in the focal project. We have operationalized
many of these in ways consistent with prior work:
Project Scope: This is a count of the number of articles within the scope of the project
[CRR10, WCRR12, YRZ17].
Project Size: This is a count of the number of editors who participated in the focal
project before the focal editor joined [YRZ17].
Project Age: This is a count of the number of months from the project’s creation until
the focal editor joined [YRZ17]. This variable is used to control for the project maturity,
which may affect the ease with which new members could integrate into and contribute to
the project.
Editor Tenure: This is a count of the number of months from the registration of the
editor in Wikipedia to the time they joined the focal project.
Interest Match: This measures the interest match between an editor and the focal
project. Following prior work [YRZ17], we create a topic vector for the editor based on
their prior edits on articles, another topic vector for the project based on the articles within
the scope, and compute the cosine similarity between the two vectors.
Number of Simultaneous Projects: This is a simple count of the number of projects the
editor has any edits in during the time he is a member of the focal project.
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6.4 Analysis and Results
6.4.1 Analysis Strategy
We present the descriptive statistics and correlations among all our variables in Tables 6.1
and 6.2.
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 suggest that most of the variables have a heavily right-skewed distri-
bution. We, therefore, log-transform all the above variables (except Interest match, which is
between 0 and 1) to stabilize the variance and improve the fit of the models in which we will
use them as predictors. We also standardize all of them (i.e., normalize to mean zero and
unit standard deviation) for ease of comparing their relative importance (i.e., the coefficients
across the predictors in the models we build). Most of the correlations between the vari-
ables are low. Nonetheless, in order to examine and remove any potential multi-collinearity
between the individual predictors, we compute the VIFs (Variance Inflation Factors) for all
the variables included in the model and find that removing the variables Project Size and
Editor Tenure from the set of predictors achieves a set with all individual VIFs sufficiently
below 5, the recommended maximum for behavioral sciences data [CCWA13] (including
these two gave at least two values very close to 5). The VIFs for all predictors used in our
models are shown in Table 6.3.
The standard errors are small and we have seen that the predictor variables do not change
signs when we try to remove variables further from the remaining set of predictors here,
indicating that this set of predictors do not pose problems of multicollinearity.
Each project can havemultiple editors and an editor can belong tomultiple projects. Our
data, therefore, is cross-nested between WikiProjects and individual editors. We, therefore,
use random-effects regression models to take care of potential correlations across observa-






No. of Simul Projects 3.04
Prior Gen. Work Exp. 3.16
Prior Leadership Exp. 3.68
Prior Loc. Work Exp. 1.87
Mean VIF 2.21
Table 6.3: Collinearity diagnostics on all the Independent Variables after log-transforming and
standardizing.
measure, i.e., determining the early retention, we use a binary response variable that mea-
sures whether or not an individual volunteer remains in the project by the end of first quarter.
For our second outcome measure, i.e., determining the early productivity, we see that our
dependent variable is the total number of edits made in the first quarter after joining which
is a count variable with over-dispersion (i.e., the variance is much higher than the mean).
We, therefore, use a negative binomial regression model to handle this scenario.
We control for the effect of variables examined in prior literature (namely, Project
Scope, Project Age, Interest Match, and Number of Simultaneous Projects) while examin-
ing the additive effects of the three Prior Experience variables (namely, Generalized Prior
Work-productivity Experience, Prior Leadership Experience, and Localized Prior Work-
productivity Experience).
6.4.2 Results
Out of our initial dataset, we use a sample of 30,000 editors along with all their edits in
all the WikiProjects they participated. To examine whether the prior experience variables
have additive value over and above the variables we are controlling for, we build three sep-
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Models for Early Retention
Variables Model I Model II Model III
Coeff S.E. Coeff S.E. Coeff S.E.
Project Scope 1.012*** 0.024 0.576*** 0.021 0.518*** 0.02
Project Age -0.511*** 0.01 -0.447*** 0.011 -0.41*** 0.011
Interest Match 0.61*** 0.010 0.305*** 0.011 0.301*** 0.011
No. of Simul Projects 0.912*** 0.01 1.605*** 0.019 1.706*** 0.02
Prior Gen. Work Exp. 0.449*** 0.016 0.091*** 0.029
Prior Leadership Exp. -1.381*** 0.02 -1.169*** 0.02
Prior Loc. Work Exp 1.046*** 0.014 1.142*** 0.015
Gen. Work × Leadership -0.294*** 0.013
Gen. Work × Loc. Work -0.390*** 0.019
Leadership × Loc. Work 0.378*** 0.017
AIC 100434 83859 82936
𝜒2 16581.42*** 929.25***
Table 6.4: Results of the effects of prior experience on Early Retention (Models I through III). We
use the following notation in tables for p-value significance ***: p < 0.001, **: p < 0.01, *: p <
0.05, ns: p > 0.05
arate models each for retention and productivity: base models (I and IV) containing just
the control variables, the models (II and V) containing the control variables as well as the
prior experience variables, and the models (III and VI) that also include potential 2-way
interactions among the prior experience variables. We do not include 3-variable and higher
interactions for they not onlymake interpretation considerablymore complex but also do not
significantly improve our understanding of interactions between the variables. The results
of the random effects logistic regression for retention (Models I, II, and III) at the end of the
first quarter and those of the random effects negative binomial regression for productivity
during the first quarter are shown in Table 3.
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Models for Early Productivity
Variables Model IV Model V Model VI
Coeff S.E. Coeff S.E. Coeff S.E.
Project Scope 1.659*** 0.045 0.805*** 0.034 0.774*** 0.034
Project Age -0.297*** 0.009 -0.173*** 0.008 -0.146*** 0.008
Interest Match 1.103*** 0.013 0.61*** 0.01 0.583*** 0.01
No. of Simul Projects 0.246*** 0.010 0.637*** 0.013 0.686*** 0.013
Prior Gen. Work Exp. -0.276*** 0.013 -0.431*** 0.015
Prior Leadership Exp. -0.808*** 0.013 -0.771*** 0.014
Prior Loc. Work Exp 1.496*** 0.009 1.584*** 0.010
Gen. Work × Leadership -0.159*** 0.011
Gen. Work × Loc. Work -0.26*** 0.011
Leadership × Loc. Work 0.274*** 0.001
AIC 579852 548927 548091
𝜒2 30931.46*** 841.93***
Table 6.5: Results of the effects of prior experience on Early Productivity (Models IV through VI).
We use the following notation in tables for p-value significance ***: p < 0.001, **: p < 0.01, *: p <
0.05, ns: p > 0.05
Choosing the best model
The model’s fitness to the data can be determined either by comparing actual values with
the predicted values using the model or by comparing the model with other competing
models. Comparison with competing models seems more appropriate in this context since
the outcomes are over-dispersed counts. We use the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
to evaluate the goodness of fit for each of these models. AIC rewards goodness of fit of
the model to the data while penalizing complexity (i.e, more number of predictors). AICs
are always compared with each other and individual AIC magnitudes are not interpreted
by themselves as they are affected greatly by sample size. In general, the smaller the AIC
among a set of candidate competing models, the better the model. Using the AIC, we note
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that the models including both the prior experience variables and their interactions (Model
III for early retention and Model VI for early productivity) are better. We find also that
the difference in log likelihoods of the base model with Model II is statistically significant
(p < 0.001) with 𝜒2 = 16581.42 and of Model II with Model III is statistically significant
(p < 0.001) with 𝜒2 = 929.25, indicating again that Model III is better than Model II and
Model I. Similarly, we find Model VI is better than Models V and IV. We also find that
prior experience variables have coefficients that are comparable in magnitude to the control
variables.
We interpret Models III and VI to understand the impact of various kinds of variables.
Note that the above variables are log-transformed (with e as the base of the logarithm) and
normalized to mean 0 and a standard deviation of 1. This makes it easier to understand the
impact of different predictors with respect to each other. First, we note that all the predictors
are significant and the effects of control variables are largely consistent with prior work.
We, therefore, focus on interpreting only the variables of interest (i.e., the prior experience
variables) on the linear scale to understand the actual impact of prior experience.
Overall Effects of Prior Experience Variables
Based on Model III, we find that holding all the other variables constant, an e-fold (i.e.,
roughly 2.7 times) increase in generalized prior work-productivity experience (in terms of
number of prior article and article talk page edits) is roughly associated with an overall 3%
increase in the odds of retention, whereas an e-fold increase in prior leadership experience
(in terms of number of prior project and project talk page edits) is roughly associated with an
overall 62% decrease in the odds of retention, and an e-fold increase in localized prior work-
productivity experience (in terms of pre-joining article edits to the focal project) is roughly
associated with an overall 70% increase in the odds of retention. And based on Model VI,
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we find that holding all the other variables constant, an e-fold increase in generalized prior
work-productivity experience is roughly associated with a 17% decrease in productivity
(i.e., the expected count of number of edits made) during the first quarter, an e-fold increase
in prior leadership experience is associated with a 37% decrease in the expected count of
number of edits and an e-fold increase in localized prior work-productivity experience is
associated with a 108% increase in the expected count of number of edits 6.
The above overall percentages include the effects of interactions within them. In order
to tease out the effects of individual interactions, we plot the interaction plots for the two
response variables for low and high values of various prior experience variables. Below, we
present and discuss a couple that are interesting.
Interaction Effects of Prior Experience
Figure 6.1 suggests that the retention is the highest when prior leadership experience is
low and generalized prior work-productivity is high. A potential scenario for this could be
when the volunteers have not yet moved into leadership roles and are continuing to enjoy
non-administrative level contributions to individual projects. We see that the retention is
the lowest when both generalized prior work-productivity and prior leadership experience
are high. Potential reasons for these could be a burnout effect or a challenge of adjustment
with the group.
Figure reffig:figure62 suggests that the early productivity in the focal project is the
lowest when both prior leadership and generalized prior work-productivity experiences are
high. indicating a case of potential burnout effect or an adjustment issue. We see that the
early productivity is the highest when both generalized prior work-productivity and prior
6 Since the minimum values showed in Table 6.1 are 0, this e-fold increase is applicable only from the
point where they gain a non-zero experience.
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Figure 6.1: Figure showing the interactions between low and high values of prior leadership expe-
rience and prior generalized work-productivity experience for the effects of Retention.
leadership experiences are low, indicating that editors with low workloads as well as lower
administrative overhead are likely to be more productive.
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show how generalized prior work productivity experience interacts
with localized prior work-productivity experience. We see that the retention and the pro-
ductivity are the lowest when both generalized prior work-productivity and localized prior
work-productivity experiences are high. One potential scenario for high localized work-
productivity is when the volunteers have already contributed everything they know and
contributing more would require much more research and effort. A high generalized prior
work-productivity experience might be indicating a potential burnout effect due to stress
or exhaustion - the combination of which is possibly associated with the low retention and
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Figure 6.2: Figure showing the interactions between low and high values of prior leadership expe-
rience and prior generalized work-productivity experience for the effects of Productivity.
productivity in the focal project. On the other hand, we see that the retention and productiv-
ity are the highest when generalized prior work-productivity experience is low - an example
of this is a situation where a potential burnout has not yet happened and the high level of
attachment associated with the high level of localized prior work-productivity experience is
potentially responsible for high retention and high productivity in the focal project.
Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the interactions between prior leadership experience and
localized prior work-productivity experience. We find that the retention and productivity are
the highest when prior leadership experience is low and localized prior work-productivity
experience is high One scenario where the involvement of volunteers in administrative tasks
is less and their interest in a particular project is indicated by the high level of localized
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Figure 6.3: Figure showing the interactions between low and high values of the generalized and
localized prior experience variables for retention.
prior work-productivity experience. We find that the retention, as well as productivity, are
low when both the experiences are high – an example of this could be a situation where
the administrative responsibility at the community level pulls the editors off of individual
projects combined with a feeling that they have already contributed everything they know.
6.5 Discussion
First, our findings show that generalized prior work-productivity experience is positively
related to retention and negatively related to the productivity confirming our hypotheses 1a
and 1b, prior leadership experience is negatively related to both the retention as well as the
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Figure 6.4: Figure showing the interactions between low and high values of the generalized and
localized prior experience variables for productivity.
productivity confirming our hypotheses 2a and 2b, and localized prior work-productivity
experience is positively associated with both the retention and productivity confirming our
hypotheses 3a and 3b.
Second, while prior work shows only a positive relationship between metrics based
on prior experience and future productivity and administrative behaviors [BK08, PHT09,
PPET10, YRZ17], our work confirms that the relationship is, indeed, much more compli-
cated, with some types showing positive effects and others negative ones. Even with the
caveat that we are talking about productivity in its simplest form i.e., edit count, our work
shows that prior experience, in general, is worse for productivity although better for reten-
tion.
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Figure 6.5: Figure showing the interactions between low and high values of the leadership and
work-productivity prior experience variables for retention.
Third, it is interesting to observe some of these interactions. Consider the interactions
between localized prior work-productivity experience and prior leadership experience (Fig-
ures 6.5 and 6.6). These could be understood in two ways: (1) Localized prior work-
productivity in a specific topic area has a huge positive effect that it dampens any of the
negative effects of prior leadership experience. OR (2) The benefits of localized work-
productivity get cut down, the more someone has overall prior leadership experience. How-
ever, the net effect of localized work-productivity still remains positive (see Table 3.3.
Hence, content is king, and leadership lags. The effect of generalized prior work experi-
ence in the presence of interactions is pretty small (e.g., compare models II and III). This
means that generalized prior work experience is useful and positively predictive of retention
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Figure 6.6: Figure showing the interactions between low and high values of the leadership and
work-productivity prior experience variables for productivity.
only when the volunteers do not have localized or leadership experiences. The benefits of
localized work productivity experience which are substantial get cut down significantly if
you have too much overall experience (see Figures 5 and 6). Future experiments along these
directions could reveal interesting insights about causal relationships.
6.5.1 Theoretical Implications
While the notion of prior experience has been explored before, in this work, we show for
the first time, that different kinds of prior experience reveal and predict more interesting and
nuanced effects in volunteering groups. We show, for instance, the importance of identi-
fying and distinguishing between prior work productivity experience and prior leadership
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experience, and between generalized and localized experiences. We think these concepts
might generalize not just to other online peer production communities but to volunteer or
organizational management more generally. Given our findings, it would be useful to study
other domains (and revisit prior studies of newcomer contribution/retention) through the
lens of different types of prior experience.
6.5.2 Practical Implications
The practical implication we have for WikiProjects is that we can improve the success of re-
cruiting and retaining productive contributors. Looking only at the primary effects, the first
implication is that the localized prior work-productivity experience is the most effective in-
dicator of whether the new volunteer will become a productive and dedicated member. Our
findings suggest that WikiProjects looking to recruit and retain productive workers should
focus their recruitment foremost on those who have already demonstrated a commitment to
the specific work or cause of the project.
However, projects that are smaller or in their initial phases may not have a lot of can-
didates with a demonstrated commitment to the project to recruit. In these cases, project
recruiters can recruit those with generalized prior work-productivity experience who are
likely to stay in the project longer but not necessarily be very productive. Recruiting expe-
rienced leaders is much trickier, as leadership experience is generally associated with low
productivity and retention. When leaders are sought (e.g., to bolster leadership in a new
group), WikiProject organizers may want to both verify commitment to the cause/topic and
consider specific re-orientation/transition plans to help the leader better integrate and be
successful in the WikiProject.
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6.5.3 Generalization
The framework, metrics, and hypotheses we provide in this paper apply not just to WikiPro-
jects, but also to other peer production groups such as OSS projects in GitHub, communi-
ties in StackExchange, groups in GoodReads or projects in OpenStreetMap. Considering
prior experience can reveal more interesting and nuanced effects, one might even consider
broader kinds of prior experience available in these specific volunteer groups. For instance,
in the case of projects in OpenStreetMap, these results might suggest using their prior com-
munication patterns with project members within projects along with prior map creation
and leadership activities to predict new members’ retention and productivity. We encour-
age future research in these communities.
We believe similar effects of prior experience may appear in offline groups. Consider a
mosque looking to start a homeless shelter. As it recruits a collection of volunteers to staff
the shelter, how much should it draw on top volunteers in other efforts (interfaith outreach,
study sessions), how much on leaders of other efforts, and how much on volunteers who
have worked in other homeless shelters and similar projects, even outside the mosque? Of
course, much additional research is needed to validate the generalizability of our findings.
6.6 Conclusion
In this study, we explore the effects of prior experience of new volunteers on their early
retention and productivity in the group they join with the understanding that early identifi-
cation of group failures can help community moderators intervene in a timely manner and
craft the group for success. We found that certain kinds of prior experience have positive
effects on newcomer retention and productivity whereas other kinds of prior experience
have negative effects.
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Specifically, we carried out the study on a sample of 30,000 new editors to 1,054
WikiProjects, which are groups dedicated to building content around specific topic areas.
This platform allowed us to measure prior experience in multiple dimensions and poten-
tial interactions between them which could generalize to other communities with simi-
lar structures. Also, WikiProjects have been ideal for such an exploration owing to their
well-established and shared structures, shared membership and publicly available historical
data about each volunteer. Through our analysis, we found that (i) generalized prior work-
productivity experience (measured by overall prior article and article talk page edits) is
positively associated with retention, but negatively associated with productivity within the
focal group, (ii) prior leadership experience (measured by overall prior project and project
talk page edits) is negatively associated with both retention and productivity within the fo-
cal group, and (iii) localized prior work-productivity experience (measured by pre-joining
article edits on a focal group) is positively associated with both retention and productivity
within the focal group.
6.6.1 Limitations, Future Work and Potential Impact
In this study, we made a preliminary investigation of the effects of prior experience on early
retention and productivity within the subgroups of a larger community in order to under-
stand if examining prior experience has any value and we found that considering the prior
experience of a member adds value over other group-level metrics such as composition and
structure, and, even within prior experience, some kinds of prior experience have positive
effects on group outcomes whereas other kinds have negative effects. However, prior ex-
perience might also vary with factors such as project age and the number of simultaneous
projects. Future work should look at these variations in order to gain a deeper insight into
the effect of prior experience.
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Our data analysis, although providing uswith key insights into the interactions of various
dimensions of prior experience and their effects on retention and productivity, provides
only limited support for understanding why the association between prior experience and
outcomes exist and in what ways they are causal. In addition, we see interactions that at this
point we don’t have data to explain. Further qualitative studies could reveal more insights
into this which we leave for future work to explore. Based on our findings, future studies
could also run field experiments with varying on-boarding processes for volunteers with
different kinds and/or levels of experience. For instance, in groups with no opportunities
for pre-joining contributions, volunteers in one condition might require going through a
probationary period where they achieve a certain level of contributions before they become
members and be compared with volunteers in another condition where there is no such
requirement and both may be measured on their retention and productivity.
We do not have information regarding the amount of workload of these editors in their
personal lives or in other online communities with similar skillset and we believe high
contributors online are also potentially very knowledgeable in their respective fields which
might also affect their performance once they undertake too many activities online. Again,
conducting qualitative studies might help us gather this information and further insights into
the interplay. We leave this also for future research to explore.
Consistent with much of prior work, our study used productivity and retention as mea-
sures of group success. Future research could extend this by incorporating more nuanced
measures such as the quality of the artifacts produced or rate or amount of progress toward
group/community goals.
In this study, we examine the phenomenon of near transfer, i.e., how prior experience
is associated with group outcomes in case of groups having similar structures. However,
knowledge, usability experience, and human capital may be easier to transfer across groups
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with similar structures than they would be across groups with dissimilar structures within
the same community or within different communities. Future work should consider ex-
tending these findings to more heterogeneous environments with different structures and
affordances.
The potential impact of this work lies in three areas. First, we have demonstrated the
importance of considering diverse types of prior experience in predicting the longevity and
productivity of experienced newcomers. This result makes a theoretical contribution to
our understanding of newcomer behaviors in online groups. Second, this work is directly
applicable to WikiProjects where it can be used to identify individuals to recruit and to
plan pre-joining activities to test and/or build commitment to a project. Third, while our
results have not yet been tested outside Wikipedia, we provide a framework for extending
this research into new domains, including generalized hypotheses and researchmethods that
can be used for systematic research and exploration.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Introduction
We are living in the age where we use online communities for most tasks we accomplish
from social and professional networking, to browsing and purchasing of products, to getting
our doubts clarified and in turn, sharing the knowledge we have with others. This thesis be-
gan with a list of challenges every online community faces and the need for addressing these
challenges for the community to be successful in accomplishing its goals. Specifically, this
dissertation has listed key challenges with respect to starting a new online community, en-
couraging contribution from members as well as non-members, encouraging commitment
of existing members who display low participation levels, regulating member behavior on
the site for quality content and healthy interactions, and dealing with newcomers. This dis-
sertation then focused on the specific challenge of dealing with newcomers and explored
this challenge in greater detail listing six basic problems related to newcomers that every
community has to solve in order to be successful. Among these, this dissertation focused on
the challenges of newcomer retention and productivity and explored these in greater detail
in the context of online peer-production communities.
Thework presented in this dissertation beganwith studying newcomer retention patterns
on various online communities. Based on prior research showing that on an average 60% of
newcomers do not return for a second session in most online peer-production sites and the
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average number of non-returning users rises to about 80% in the case of Android apps, and
that early contribution level is predictive of future contribution level and which newcomer
is likely to be successful going forward [PHT09], in this work, we decided to learn about
the specific factors contributing to newcomer retention and productivity and build models
that can predict these outcomes in the context of online peer-production communities.
7.2 Key Contributions
First-Session Activity Diversity substantially affects Newcomer Retention
We studied prior literature underscoring the importance of this problem in both online and
offline settings and documented key research findings relevant to our research in Chapter 2
of this thesis. We then presented our research in our first piece of work studying the effects
of early activity in an online site on newcomer retention in Chapter 3. Through this first
piece of work, we made three key contributions to the theory of newcomer modeling and
success in online sites. First, we showed that the diversity of early activity (i.e., breadth of
features explored by a new user) is an effective predictor of newcomer longevity (even in
the presence of amount of activity) and that, a small increase in this diversity has the same
increase in retention as a large increase in total early activity. Second, we showed how
one could use participatory design techniques such as card sorting in understanding site
architecture and build metrics from it. Third, we offer two metrics based on early activity -
ASCORE and DSCORE – that can be used to measure the amount of activity and breadth
of activity of users – that are generalizable to sites with any architecture.
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Personality affects Newcomer Activity, Preferences, and Retention
Following this, we explored the effect of more fundamental factors at the user level such as
personality in predicting newcomer longevity, level of activity, and preferences in an online
movie recommender site by running a large scale survey gathering user personality early on,
and showed that a new user’s personality could be effectively used to predict all of these. Our
work is the first work showing relationships between newcomer behavior and personality.
This piece of research provides an easy solution to recommender systems suffering from
the cold-start problem for recommending items as well as experiences early on when they
lack any user data.
Community Interactions affect Newcomer Retention
After this, we explored the effect of community level factors in determining a newcomer’s
retention using individual codebases on GitHub and showed how factors such as language
of development and willingness to accept new contributions by existing members are likely
to affect newcomer contributions and retention.
Prior Experience Affects Newcomer Retention and Productivity
Because a lot of online users have experience using similar tools or working with similar
environments elsewhere in the online world, we wanted to study how their prior experience
might affect their retention and performance in the context of a similar new online commu-
nity. In this work, we showed for the first time, that prior experience is not be evaluated
as a whole but that different kinds of prior experience reveal and predict more interest-
ing and nuanced effects in online communities. We showed, for instance, the importance of
identifying and distinguishing between prior work and leadership experiences, and between
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work and internship experiences. We think these concepts might generalize not just to other
online peer production communities but to volunteer or organizational management more
generally.
7.3 Lessons Learned in Modeling User Behavior
After weeks, months, or even years of data collection, one gets the data needed for perform-
ing analysis. Often, the data analysis stage is equally or even more laborious than the data
collection stage. Many critical decisions need to be made while analyzing the data such as
the type of statistical technique to be used, the threshold to pick to obtain confidence inter-
vals, the significance and interpretation of results in context, and so on. Incorrect choice of
methods or inappropriate interpretation of the results can lead one astray and waste high-
quality data collected arduously. Before I conclude this dissertation, I want to document
some of the key steps, challenges, and gotchas that I have learned, used, and suggest for
future researchers trying to model user behavioral data.
7.3.1 Data Preprocessing
It is important to pre-process the data correctly and there are three reasons for this. First,
improper data results in erroneous, and often noisy outcomes. Second, the collected data
might be in a form that is too primitive and might need higher level coding of themes for
more meaningful interpretations. Third, sometimes the specific statistical technique (e.g.,
arguments to methods, or parameters) or software used might require organization of the
data into specific formats or pre-defined layouts, and this might require some knowledge of
the language used in these tools and techniques for representing various statistical parame-
ters so that one can input them into the software and algorithms correctly.
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Data can be improper due to a variety of reasons such as data goingmissing, inconsistent
formatting, network errors, accidental typos, and so on. Often, plotting simple plots such
as histograms can reveal most of the inconsistencies in the data. There might also be data in
more than one format (some of it numeric, and some of it in characters. For instance, one
person’s age might be recorded as 19, and another’s as ’nineteen’. Such inconsistencies are
often, results of badly designed user interfaces, and they also need to be processed in order
to use a field such as ‘age‘ in a meaningful way.
7.3.2 Obtaining Descriptive Statistics
After preprocessing and cleaning the data, it is important to run a number of basic statistical
tests to understand the nature of the dataset such as the range in which the data falls, the
means, medians, standard deviations, and so forth.
7.3.3 Assumptions
For applying parametric tests, it is often assumed that the errors of the data points are in-
dependent of each other, identically distributed, and normally distributed. If these are not
met, one ends up making incorrect inferences. It is important, therefore, to either transform
the data using suitable transformations, or apply non-parametric techniques where such re-
quirements are relaxed.
7.3.4 Building Models
Correlation analysis allows the study of only two variables at a time, and so, to deal with
data at scale and investigate the relationship between one dependent variable and multiple
independent variables (which is often the case in user behavioral data), regression analyses
are used for model construction and predictions. Depending on the specific research ob-
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jective, an appropriate regression procedure needs to be adopted. In the simplest case of
finding the relationship between one dependent variable and many independent variables,
a simple linear regression is used. Using this approach, one can understand the percent-
age of variance in the dependent variable explained by the independent variables together.
This procedure is useful but insufficient if one is interested in the impact of each individual
independent variable. In the latter scenario, a hierarchical regression procedure is more
appropriate. It is important to note that the order of entry of the independent variables is
determined by the pre-defined theoretical model. The independent variables entered first
into the equation in the model fall into two classes. The first class of variables are those that
are considered important from prior literature or observation. The second class of variables
(called the covariates) are usually of no interest to us, but significantly impact the depen-
dent variable. In this case, it is important to exclude the variable’s impact on the dependent
variable before one studies the variables that one is interested in. To put it simply, entering
the covariates first allows one to remove the variances in the dependent variable that can
be explained by the covariates, making it simple to identify significant relationships for the
variances in which one is interested.
A mixed model is similar in many ways to a linear regression model. It estimates the
effects of one or more independent variables on a dependent variable. The output of a
mixed model will give you a list of explanatory values, estimates and confidence intervals
of their effect sizes, p-values for each effect, and at least one measure of how well the
model fits. A mixed model is appropriate when there is dependence among data points.
For instance, in the Wikipedia data we handled in the previous chapter, each editor could
potentially contribute tomultiple projects, and so, whenwe collect editorial data onmultiple
WikiProjects, each user could potentially appear under multiple projects in the data, and the
data points are, therefore, not independent.
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Before one proceeds with mixed models, one must also think about the structure of the
random effects. The random effects are said to be nested when each user produced a data
point, and no two users produced the same data point. In the previous example, each user
is nested under WikiProjects. Then one must find a probability distribution that best fits the
data. Whereas the Negative Binomial and Gamma distributions can only handle positive
numbers, the Poisson distribution can only handle non-negative whole numbers. The Bino-
mial and Poisson distributions are different from the others because they are discrete rather
than continuous, which means they quantify distinct, countable events or the probability of
these events. Following finding a probability distribution, one can fit the model.
If the data is normally distributed, a simple linear mixed model (LMM) would suffice.
It is important to specify whether the mixed model will estimate the parameters using max-
imum likelihood or restricted maximum likelihood. If the random effects are nested, or
there is just a single random effect, and if the data are balanced (i.e., similar sample sizes in
each factor group) REML must be set to FALSE and maximum likelihood can be used. If
your random effects are crossed, the REML argument usually defaults to TRUE and nothing
needs to be set here.
One complication one might face when fitting an LMM is a ”failure to converge” error. I
have had this issue multiple times in my projects on Personality as well as Prior Experience.
This usually means that the model has too many factors with insufficient sample size, and
cannot be fit. One strategy here is to drop the fixed effects and random effects from the
model one at a time, and compare to see which fits the best. Running an ANOVAmight tell
about important differences between the models. Or one might use measures such as AIC
to compare models.
If your data are not normally distributed, the REML and maximum likelihood methods
for estimating the effect sizes in the model make assumptions of normality that do not apply
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to the data, and so, one must use a different method for parameter estimation. There are
many alternative estimation methods and one must decide which one suits better.
In conclusion, one cannot really know which analyses are right for one’s data unless one
gets acquainted with the data sufficiently. Following some of these guidelines can signifi-
cantly save time and improve one’s ability to obtain and interpret outcomes.
7.4 Future Work
We now conclude this dissertation by offering some directions for future research.
First, asmuch aswe strived for exploring similar factors on various peer production sites,
we found that each online site we explored had entirely different structures and challenges
surrounding them and so we were not able to consistently study the same metrics on various
online communities. In a community that has all these various factors available, a natural
future piece of research would be to put them all together and understand the effects of each
of these factors in the presence of the other, and how they all, together, predict newcomer
behavior. For instance, would users high in Openness display greater early activity diver-
sity, and thus show more longevity? Would extroverts engage more in leadership activities
leading to lower retention levels? Would conscientious users or users high in agreeableness
be more tolerant of other newcomers’ contributions? Future research should explore some
of these questions.
Second, in this work, we presented several relationships between various factors. As part
of immediate future work, one could run subsequent analyses and online experiments on
these and other similar platforms to confirm causality and generalizability of our findings.
Third, in this dissertation, we have shown some promising results about newcomer be-
havior suggesting a few things we can do to improve newcomer experience in three contexts -
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a recommender system, an open source portal, and aWiki – all of which are peer-production
communities. However, we see that the number, and type of online communities are grow-
ing. There are communities for education such asMOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses),
for exchanging information about topics such as games, parenting, cooking, and knitting,
for patients with life-threatening diseases such as Cancer and their caregivers to share and
discuss their journeys, dating sites for people to bond with each other, sharing economy
sites such as TaskRabbit, sites offering homestay for travelers such as Airbnb and Couch-
surfing, communities for those recovering from addictions such as intherooms.com, and
e-commerce sites such as Amazon.com – each presenting very unique environments and
first time experiences and the type of activities one might have to be doing and the type of
benefits one might derive from these platforms. And then, there are specific populations
such as children, teenagers, and older adults who come with their own unique challenges.
There are challenges of privacy, safety, literacy and simplicity. A systematic examination
of newcomer behaviors on these different platforms could increase our understanding of
newcomer behavior in general and (even specific to each different type of site) and lead
us to develop better and more rewarding first time experiences that gets them to stay longer
and turn into active contributors, and solve one of the key challenges of building new online
communities. Future work could research on one or more of these themes.
Fourth, it is likely that context affects newcomer outcomes. For instance, how often does
a new user want a certain kind of item? Do all users like personalization at all times? etc.
Answering questions such as these requires addressing the challenges of eliciting context
from new users and the mapping of the context of items with the context of users. This may
require modeling of additional things such as interests (e.g., genres), personas (e.g., student
vs parent vs husband), preferences (e.g., exercise, transport mode), locations (route places),
personal attributes (fitness level, financial level, gender, socio-economic background etc.),
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occupations (dentist, nanny, etc.). We leave these questions for future research to explore.
7.5 Conclusion
We began this dissertation with an exploration of key challenges faced by every online
community and dived deeper into one of the challenges i.e., Newcomer Retention and Pro-
ductivity in the context of online peer-production communities. Exploring three different
platforms with entirely different structures - (i) MovieLens, a movie recommender system,
(ii) GitHub, a social-collaboration platform for developers, and (iii) Wikipedia, a commu-
nity where anyone can freely edit content and showed that factors such as early activity,
personality, community interactions,and prior experience affect newcomer retention, activ-
ity levels, and preferences within online sites. We leave questions of interactions between
these various factors, exploration of some of these in the presence of context as a factor,
and questions of causality for future research.
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